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AN ACT authorizing the creation ot a debt or tne ~tate~ by ~ssuance of. 

bonds i~ the sum of $80,000,000.00 for the establishment and construction of a 

network of Advanced Technology Centers at public and private institutions of 

higher education; providing for the construction and improvement of technical 

and engineering facilities at. public and private institutions of higher educa• 

tion; setting forth the ways and means to pay the interest •ti pz:lt &pal . .+~ 
.--d. ~/;.;r :'; ~ ~~---ur-~ ~..e(.1~l fl.~ · 

this debt; providing for the refinancing of any or all of these bonds under 

. " 
certain circumstances; providing for the submission of this act to the people 

~\,. 
'-- at a general election; an.d ~king an appropriation. 1 

' ·BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of Ne,, 

Jersey: 

1. This act shall be known and may. be cited as the "Science and Technol-

o'b'! Bond Act of 1984." 

2. The Legislature finds that: 

a. New Jersey is already a major center of technological innovation 

in the United States and has played a crucial role in the success of the 

nation's economy. 

b. New Jersey's share of the nation's high technology employment as 

well as employment in traditional manufacturing industries has declined over 

the past decade. 

c. The f:uture economic well being of New Jersey requires that 

increased efforts be made to retain existing industry and attract new high 

technology industry to the State. It is also imperative that steps be taken to 

ensure that the State's work force is adequately trained in the new 

technologies. 

d. The State's public and private institutions of higher education 

shall be strengthened and the potential of these institutions as vehicles for 

economic development shall be fully realized through the development of high 

technology. 

e. The Governor's Commission on Science and Technology has recom-

mended the creation of a network of Advanced Technology Centers at various 

public and private institutions of. higher education in those technological 

;.> 



/ fields in which New Jersey has shown exceptional industrial and academic strength. 

The Governor's Co1lllJ1i.sS10n on Science and Technology has alSo recommended that 

funds be provided for the construction and improvement of technicai anQ. engi-

' neering .f~cilities at the State's public and private institutions .of high~r 

education. 

3. As used in this act: 

./. a. "Advanced Technology Center$' means,.. prograillSof substantial and 
' ~ ' 

-..r concent~ated financial support that '4' provided to outstanding programs or 

j 

depattme~ts at Ne~ Jersey's public and private itlstitutions of higher education 

to promote their development into national level bases for innovative tedlliolo-

~Y research. 

b. "Commission" means the Governor's Commission on Science and 

Technology or the permanent New Jersey Commission on Science and Technology as 

~nacted into law pursuant to P.L. ~~~· (C. (now pending 

before the Legislature as Assembly Bill No. 11 ~ J of 1984) which was estab-

lished as the successor to the Governor's Commission on Science and Technology 

•s created by E~ec~tive Order No. 12 of 1982. 

C· "Construction" means the planning, erecting. purchasing, i.mptov-

ing, developing, constructing, reconstructing, extending, rehabilitating, 

demolishing and equippin.g of facilities at public and private institutions of 

higher education. 

d. ''Public institutionsof higher education" means Rutgers, The · 

State University, the State colleges, the New Jersey In~titute of ~echnology, 

the University of Medicine and·Dentistry of New Jersey, the county colleges and 

any other pu.blic university or college now or hereafter. e$Cablished or auttior.;_ 

ized by law. 

v- e. "Private institution5of higher educatd.on" means-arL independent 

/to.lleg~ univer.si~~r institute$incorporated a.nd located in New Jersey, which 
~ 

l:>y virtue pf law or character or license, ;t.e.-9- nonpi:.ofit educational institu-

/ tionsauthorized to grant acad~mic degrees and which provide\ a level of 



education which is equivalent to the education provided by the State's public 

institutions of higher educat.ion as attested by the ·receipt of and continuation 

of licensure by the State Board of Higher Education • . 
f. "Government se(:urities" means any bonds or other obligations 

which as to principal and interest constitute direct obligations of, or are 

unconditionally guaranteed by, the Un.ited States of America, including obliga-

tions of any federal agency .to the extent the obligations are unconditionally 

guaranteed by the United States of America and any certificates or any other 

evidences of an ownership interest in the obligations of, or unconditionally 

guaranteed by, the United States of America or in specified portions thereof 

(which may consist of the principal thereof or the interest thereon). 

The fommission shall issue and promu1gate rules and regulations 

necessarY and appropriate to carry out the provisions of this act as described 
~0.-.tf' 

4. 

in section 51'_.of this act. The Board of Higher Education shall issue and 

" promulgate rules and regulations necessary, and appropriate to carry out the 
~2,-.~ 

v· provisions of this act as described in,..,section .5\. of this act. 

5. Bonds of the State of New Jersey in the sum of $80,000,000.00 are 

authorized for the following purposes: 

a. The establishment and construction of a network of Advanced 

Technology Centers at the State's public and private institutions of higher 

education which may .include but are not limited to centers in Biotechnology, 

Food Science, Hazardous and Toxic Substance Management, and Ceramics. 

b. The construction and improvement of technical and engineering 

related facilities and equipment at the State's public and private institutions 

of higher education. 

6. These bonds shall be serial bonds, term bonds or a combination 

thereof and known as "Science and Technology Bands," and they shall be subject 

~o r~demption prior to maturity and shall mature and be. paid not later than 35 

years from the respective date of their issuance but may be issµed in whole or 



in p'art for a shorter term. These bonds may be issued in co'upon fdrm, fully 

registered fotm, or book-entry form. 

These bonds shall be issuea from time to time as the issui!ig off i~ 

cia1S herein named shail determine. 

7. The Governor, State Treasurer and the Comptroller of the Treasury, or 

any two of these of hC:ials, herHri referred to as "the issuing off:i.cia:is; ;, are 

authorized to carry out the provisions of this act reiating to the issuance of 

bohds, and shail detetmine aii matters in connection therewith subject to C:lie 

provisions of this act. in case any of these issuing officials shall be absent 

from the State or incapable of acting for any reason, his powers and duties 

shall be exercised and perf orllied by the person authorized by law to aci in his 

place as a State official. 

S. .Bonds issued in accordance with the provisions of tl:iis act shali be a 

direct obligation of the State of New Jersey and the faith and credit of the 

State are pledged for the pa:Yment of the interest thereon as it shall become 

due and for the payment of the printipal at maturity. The ptiilCipal aj)d 

ihterest of the bonds shall be exempt from taxation by the State or by any 

county, munidpality ot other taxing district of the State. 

9. The b'onds shall be signed in the name of the State by the Governor or 

by his facsimile signature, under the Great Seal of the State, (which seal may 

be by facsiinile or by way of any other form of reproduction on the bo~ds) and 

attested by manual or·facsimile signature of the Secretary of State. or an 

A~siStant Secretary of State, and shall be countersigned by the facsiliiile 

~i.gnature of the Comptroller of the Treasury and may be authenticated by an 

aothentic~ting.age~t or bond registrar, as the issuing official• shall det~r

mine. Interest coupons, if any, attached to bonds shall be signed by the 

facsimile signature of the Comptroller of the Treasury. The bonds may be 

issued notwithstanding that any of the officials sig~ing them or whose f acsimi

le si~riatures appear on th~ bonds ot coupohs ~hall ce~se to hold of fi~e at the 

time of the issue or at the d.me of the delivery of the bonds to the purchaser. 



10. a. The bonds shall re~ite that they are issued for the purposes se~ 

forth in section 5 of this act. and that they ate issued pµrsuant to this act 

and that this act was submitted to the peqple pf the State at the general . 
election held in the month of November, 1984 and that it t.1as approved by a 

majority of the legally qualified voters of the State voting thereoi:l at the 

election. This recital shall be conclusive evidence of the authority of the 

State to issue the bonds and of their validity. Any bonds containing that 

recital shall in any suit, action or proceeding involving their validity be 

conclusively deemed to be fully authorized by this act and to ~ve been issued. 

sold, executed and delivered in conformity herewith and vith all other provi-

sions of statutes applicable thereto, and shall be incontestable for any cause. 

b. The bonds shall be ~ssued in denominations and in such form or 

' forms, whether coupon, fully registered or book-entry, and with or without 

provisions for interchangeability the.reof, as may be determined by the issuing 

officials. 

11. When the bonds are issued from time to time the bonds of each issue 

shall COt1Stitute a separate series to be designated by the issuing officials. 

Each series of bonds shall bear the rate or rates of interest as may be deter-

mined by the issuing officials, which interest shall be payable semiannually; 

provided that the first and last interest periods may be longer or shorter, in 

order that intervet1ing semiannual payments may be at convenient dates. 

12. These bonds shall be issued and sold at such price or prices and 

Ullder the terms, conditions and regulations, as the issuing officials may 

prescribe, after notice of the sale, published at least once in at least three 

newspapers published in the State of New Jersey, and at ·least once in a publi-

cation carrying municipal bond notices and devoted primarily to financial news. 

published in the city of New York or in New Jersey, the first notice to be at 

least five days prior to the day of bidding. The notice of sale may contain a 

provision to the effect that any or all bids in pursuance thereof may be 

rejected. In the event of rejection or of failure to receive any acceptable 



~~d. the iss,uing of~itt~+s, at ~ny ~ime wit,hin 60 d~ys from, the dat~ of tl)e 

advertised sale, may sell th.~ bo~~~ a~ private sale at such ~:~i~~· or prices ~nd 
. ·-.-1:fi.. . .. ~: . :-

. 
i.~6:u~~~- o~~ic~al~. DlB:Y. ~~-11 ~-~~ or p,art of. th~ bon_d,s of ~.I1~ ~~~~~5:. ~7 ;s~~~di ~~ 

af!Y St~_te fund: or to.· th47 ~~de~a~ ~-ovenµn~nt o.r a_ny age11_c;y ~~~~eof, ~~- pri,va.t~ 

sale, without advertisement • 
... :'.~ • ~. . : ~ 1 : : • :. . . : • : • - t.~ :. -.. • ; 

13. Un~i,~ pen,!Mln~nt ~onds Cil;n, be pre~a_re.d,, ~l]..e. ~ssu~~,~ o~fi~~~l~ m.tl}'• in 

~~~.~r d,isc~etion, issue in li.eu o.f. th~, ·p~~,nen~ bond.s t~~pr~:ry'.. l?owts 1:~ t~~ 

£~~: and wi;th ;he pri_vileges a.~ to ~egis,tra51,on an_d, ~~c~~.g~: f,C)~ P,e,~11.en~ 

l?o~ds as ~! be determi~~d. by ~h~ i:s~uing, of,~i,cia~s: 

14. ~e p_rocee~.~ ~rom t~e sa_le of~ ~h~ ~t:!I1ds s~~l~ \?~ .. paid ~o the State 
:':: .. " -~··~ .. t··- .. : •' ·' ·.~- ~. ' .. ~·· 1.1 .• ~.:.·j:1:~ -!·_\-~ ·:t."".· :-: .. 

1~<~··. 

Treasurer and_ tie held by hll,i_ ~~- a s:..~pa_ra~e fund:• a.nc1, ~~ d~l?9,~~~~.~d, i~. t~~ 

d.~P,()~itoi:~~s as_ ~'! b~. s_ele_cted by him to the cr~qit of th~ f.~~~· whi.ch f~u_f!~ 

shall, be ~nown as the "~cience a~d T".c~n~logy ~und:. ·~ 

15. a. 

d~~N~ated. a~~-, s~a,p b~. apP,lie_d; to the. cost. of t.he purP,PS,es~ s~-~' ~,():r,t~. :!,~ s .. e.~.t"i.o~c 

5 of t:q~~ act,, and_ al.l. su,ch n;ioney~ are_ app-r;opriated fo~ t~()Se; ~~~ppses_, ~qd nQ 

s~~h, ~9~eys s}lall: be expended for sue~ purP,_ose (exce~t a~ o_th~~is,e, h~re:i,nb.e}.ow 

a.\lt.hc;>rized) wit.bout t_}\e sp_eci:f.ic appropriation thereof_, by the., I;e,&.i:sla.ture, b_ut 

bonds may be issued as ~erein p_rovided notvithstanding that th~ Legislature 
• - ': - • • . •• -· • • - • . :i. ._.: ,: ~ '. ' .. . • • 

sha~l not h,ave -then adopted_ an_ act mak.ing s.J>ecif.ic approp.ri,~~ipti. o_f aJ~Y of. t.he 

monies. 

b.. At a_ny time pr_ior to the is.sua~,ce and saie of. bopd_s .. under. this 

act, t,he Stat,e Trea~surer is authorized to tra_nsf er from a:ny a'\·~il~ble mo.ney in 

the trea_sury of the State to the. credit. o_f the "Science, a!)d Technology Fund" a 
,_ '. . . .· ':· . ~ 

sum a,s h~ may dee~ n,e.~essa_ry. The sum so t:raf-l.l)~f e~r~d s.flall be retur11~d. to the 

treas~ry of. th.is State by the treasurer thereof. fro111, the. proceeds of the sale 
-: . !··: ... 

of the ffr~t issue of bonds_. 

c. Pendi_ng their application to the purposes provid~d in. this. a~ t, 

mor_ieys in the "Science and T~chnology Fund" .may be inve~ted a-pd_ r~inyested _as·, 



other trust funds in the custody of the State Treasurer in the manner provided 

by law. Net earnings received from the investment or deposit of that fund 

shall be paid into the General State Fund. 

16. ln case any coupon bonds or coupons thereunto appertaining or any 

registered bond shall become lost, mutilated or destroyed, a new bond or coupon 

shall be executed and delivered of like tenor, in substitution for the lost, 

mutilated or destroyed bonds or coupons, upon the owner furnishing to the 

issuing. officials evidence satisfactory to them of the loss, mutilation or 

destruction, proof of ownership and security and indemnity and reimbursement 

for expenses as the issuing officials may require. 

17. Accrued interest received upon the sale of the b.onds shall be applied 

to the discharge of a like amount of interest upon the bonds when due. Any 

expense incurred by the issuing officials for advertising, engraving, printing, 

clerical, authenticating, registering, leg~l or other services necessary to 

carry out the duties imposed upon them by the provisions of this act shall be 

.paid from the proceeds of the sale of the bonds, by the State Treasurer upon 

the warrant of the Comptroller of the Treasury, in the same manner as other 

obligations of the.State are paid. 

18. Bonds of each series issued hereunder shall mature, including any 

sinking fund redemptions, not later than the thirty-fifth year from the date of 

issue of the series, and in such amounts as shall be determined by the issuing 

officials. The issuing officials may reserve to the State by appropriate 

provision in the ~ends of any series the power to redeem all or any of the 

bonds prior to maturity at the price or prices and upon the terms and condi

tions· as may be provided in the bonds. 

19. The issuing officials may issue refunding bonds and in an amount not 

to exceed the amount necessary to effectuate the refinancing of all or any 

bonds issued pursuant to this act, at any tice and from time to time, for the 

purpose of refinancing any bond or bonds issued pursuant to this act, subject 

to the following provisions! 



(1) Refunding bonds may be issued at such time prior to the maturity 

or rede111ption of the bonds to be refinanced thereby as the issuing officials 

shall determine; and . 
(2) Each series of refunding bonds may be issued in a sufficient 

amount to pay or to provide for the payment of the principal of the bonds to be 

refinanced thereby, together with any redemption premium thereon, any interest 

accrµed or to accrue on such bonds to be refinanced to the date of payment of 

such outstanding bonds, the expense of issuing such refunding bends and the 

expen$es, if any, of paying such bonds to be refinanced; and 

(3) No refonding bonds shall be issued unless the iSsUing officials 

shall first determine that the present value of the aggregate principal of and 

interest on such refunding bonds is less than the present va~ue of the aggre-

gate principal of and interest on ·the bonds to be refinanced thereby; provided, 

I 
for the purposes of this limitation, present value shall be computed using a 

discount rate equal to the yield of such refunding bonds, and yield shall be 

computed using an actuarial method based upon a 360-day year vith.seijd-annual 

compounding and upon the price or _prices paid to th~ State by the initial 

purchasers of such refunding bonds; and 

(4) Arty refinancing authorized hereunder may be effected by the sale 

of the refunding bonds and the application of the proceeds thereof to the 

immediate pa)'ment of the principal of the bonds tb be refinanced thereby, 

together with any reeemption premium thereon, any interest accrued ot to a€crue 

on such bonds to be refinanced to the date of payment of such bonds, the 

expenses of iSsuing the refunding bonds and the expenses 1 if arty 1 of paying 

such bonds ~o be refinanced, or, to the extent not requited for such immediate 

payment, shall be deposited, together vith any other -moneys legally available 

therefor, in trust with one or more trustees or_ escrow agents; which tru~tees 

or escrow agents shall be trust companies or national or state banks having 

powers of a trust company, located either within or without the state, to be 

applied solely to the payment when due of the principal of, redemption premium, 



if any, and interest due and to become due on the bonds to be refinanced on or 

prior to the redemption date or maturity date thereof, as the case may be. Aily 

such proceeds or moneys so held by such trustees .or escrow agents may be 

' invested in government securities (including government securities issued or 

held in book-entry form on the books of the Department of Treasury of the 

United States); provided, such government securities shall not be subject to 

redemption prior to their maturity other than at .the option of t.1,ae bolder 

thereof. Except as provided in the immediately succeeding sentence, neither 

governmrnt securities nor moneys so deposited with such trustees or escrow 

agents shall be withdrawn or used for any purpose other than, and shall be held 

in trust for, the payment of the principal of, redemption premium. if any, and 

interest on the bonds to be refinanced thereby; provided that any cash received 

from such principal or interest payments on such government securities deposit-

ed with such trustees or escrow agents, (A)' to the extent such cash will not be 

required at any time for such purpose shall be paid over to such t.1.ustees or 

escrow agents,. and (B) to the extent such cash will be required for such 

purpose at a later date, shall, to the extent practicable and legally permissi-

ble, be reinvested in government securities maturing at times and in amounts 

sufficient to pay when due the principal of, redemption premium, if any, and 

interest to become due on the bonds to be refinanced on and prior to such 

redemption date or tnaturity date thereof, as the case may be, and interest 

.earned from such reinvestments to the extent not required for the payment of 

bonds shall be paid over to the State, as received by such trus~ees or escrow 

agents. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein: (a) such 

trustees or escrow agents shall, if so directed by the issuing officials, apply 

moneys on deposit with such trustees or escrow agents pursuant to the provi.-

sions of this section and redeem or sell government securities so depositeci 

with such trustees or escrow agents and apply the proceeds thereof to (i) the 

purchase of the bonds which were refinanced by the deposit with such trustees 

or escrow agents of such moneys and government securities and :iJllllediately 



thereafter cancel all such bonds so purchasec or "(ii) th~ pun:hase of dif fetent 

govetnilieilt securities i provided' however, that the moneys and gov~rrune(q: 

securities oil depoSit with such trustees ot escrow age~ts a.fter such pi,irchas.e 

arid cancellation of such outstanding bonds ~r sue~ purchase of different 

govetnment securities sh~ll be sufficient to pay when ciue the p;oiJ;ic~pd of, 

tedempdon premium, if ~my, and interest on all other bonds in resp~ct of lihich 

such moneys and government securities were deposited with ~uch tnistees ot 

escrow agents on or prior to the redemption date ot maturity date ~heteof 9 as 

the case maybe; and (b) in the event that on any date, as a te$.\ll~ qf any 

pur~hases .and cancellations of such bonds or ~ny purcha~es of different govern

ment securities as provided in this sentence, the total amount of moneys and 

goveriifuent securities remaining On deposit With $uCh tru~~~eS 9r ~sct9w a~ents 

is in excess of the totcll ~ount which would have been required to be deposite~ 

with such trustees or escrow agents .on such date iri respect of V.h~ i:e~ining 

bonds for which such uepoSit was made ih order to pay whe~ the. prp:adpal of, 

ted~mption premi\im, if any, and interest on such remaining bonds• S\Jch trustee~ 

. or escrow agents shall, if so directed by t,he ·issuing officials. pay the amount 

'of such excess to the State. Any amounts held by the State treasurer in ~ 

separate fund or funds for the payment of the principal of and interest on 

bonds to be refinanced, as provided herein, shall, if so directed by the 

issuing of:ficials, be transferred by the State Trea.sure·r for depo~it ~ith one 

or more trustees or escrow agents as provided herein to be applied to the 

p~~e'ht when due of the principal of, redemption premium, if any. ~nd interest 

to be' come due on such bonds to be refinanced, as provided ~n this s~ction, or 

i>e applied by the State Treasurer to the payt:1en t when due of .the principal. of 

anci interes~ on refunding bonds issued hereunde·r to rdina11ce such bonds. Th.e 

State 1rea~urer is authorized to enter into ~ny contrict or contra~ts with ~he 

or more trust companies or national or state banks, as provided ·herein, to act 

as trustees or escrow agents as provided herein, subject to the approval of the 

issuing ~fficials. 



(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 11 and 17 hereof, any 

series of refunding bonds issued pursuant to this section 19 shall mature at 

any time or times not later than 5 years following the latest scheduled final 

maturity date, determined without regard to any redemptions prior thereto, of 

any of the bonds to be refunded thereby, and in no event later than 35 years 

following the date_ of issuance of such series of refunding bonds, and such 

refunding bonds may be sold at public or private sale at such prices and under 

such.terms, conditions and regulations as the issuing official~ may prescribe. 

Refunding bonds shall be entitled to all the benefits of chis act and subject 

to all its limitations except as to sale provisions and to ~he extent herein · 

otherwise expressly provided. 

20. Any bond or bonds issued hereunder shall no longer be deemed to be 

outstanding, shall no longer cons'titute a direct obligation of the State of New 

Jersey"and the faith and credit of the State shall no longer be pledged to the 

payment of the principal of and interest on such bonds, and such bonds shall be 

secured solely by and payable solely from moneys and government securities 

deposited in trust with one or more trustees or escrow agents, which trustees 

and escrow agents shall be trust companies or national or state banks having 

powers of a trust company, located either within or without the state, as 

provided herein, whenever there shall be deposited in trust with such trustees 

or escrow agents as provided herein either moneys or government securities 

(including government securities issued or held in book-en.cry form on the books 

of the Depar~ment of Treasury of the United· States) the principal of and 

interest on which when due twill provide money which, togecher with the moneys, 

if any. deposited with such trustees or escrotw agents at che same time. shall 

be sufficient to pay when due the principal of, redemption premium. if any. and 

interest due and to become due on such bonds on or prior to the redemption date 

or maturity date thereof, as the case may be; provided, such government securi

ties shall not be subject to redemption prior to their maturity other than at 

the option of the holder thereof. The State of New Jersey .hereby covenants 



w;~h ~~~· 'tlold~r!? o~ ·~i;i_Y bonds. ~~r which $.e>vernm.etJt ~~Cll!"H~~S. Qt:' ~~~~)'!i ~h~H 

h~ve ~4a.e,n ~'pp~ge~ ;,p tru~; witl:i !?.~ch Hustee!i or ~sc;ro~ a1m1t$ ~S. l'rov~~~d in 

;hr, pr.e~e~;~, S~nt~nc' th~t, eXC~pt a,s prc>Vid~d, f.n, ~h.El. i~e~~~~~~Y, 5rtiCCee~1~$ . 
se~t~1:1c~~ ~egh'r ~11~ ~ov~r~ePt s.ec1,1riH~~ n,or ~qney~ ~o 4~~o~Jt;~4. ~~h $~Ch 

p:~ste~~- o; ~!?CJ;"O.w a'-'ti.;!! ~l:i'U. b.~ ¥Hhdt~~ <>.~ \lse.9 ~Y ·~he. ~;~~'!. f~r ~~Y 

f~FP.O,~~ 9~h~r t,l:i~n, ~t1c;l ~~~:u 1;>·~ ll~~d ;n p;ust ~o~~ ~lte P'Y!l.el.lt ~~ ~~! pr~~i-.. 

p~l '),rt r~d,~111pt~9n e~~l)lli~, .. if '~¥ t ~~.q i.~t~;est· to 1;>~CO~f! cl,ue QD ~~ b911d,s.; 

i,>r~v~d,~d t~t ~ny cas.h received frollil !!~c;a ~rincip.al o.r ~nt;~~,s.~ ~ .. ~~nt~ 9.~ 

~~ch ~ov~.~'nt s.e,~u~iti.~~ d~positfi!Q with s~cb tt;lj!it,,~$ Qr ~~SI.'()11 ~~~i:at,~. (~) 

;9 t~e. extent such cash w~ll not b~ reqi;ireq a,t 411-Y t;ipe fQr "M~h ~Y.t,'fOE;.'-~ 

s~ll ~e. pai~. over to the ~;~te as. r~cdv~cl by ~~1:,p ~~_stC\!~!! ~i: ~~C7:9W ~gents .• 

;;-ee ,~,d ~+~.ar of ~t1Y ;r.~st: .• lie11-, pl~.d,~f;? ~r •,~S.i~1,1~~n; ~ec;µ;~Q'! ~~-c;~ bot:>,4s, 

~~. Cl?) ~o thl! extent such CCl.fh. ~il.l be, r~9~.ired for ~'1~h p~:r;l?.~.~~ ~t ~ l~,fl!t; 

4~.~~ ~ ~~,11~ to th.e. ~~;ePt P,r~.c;~;c;~.b),e ~1)4 l.~sa:ur, P,~1[1!1.is.~;~l~ .•. Q~ :r.~Jnv:l!!ii·t~g 

~~ s.ov".':~~P~ Sf!C¥ritifi!s ~t:u+j,n~ ~.~ ~~~es. a~.4 in ?:~q~nt:~ fi~.f,fi£~~~ ~9 p~Y. 

w,bE?~ cl';\~. tl:i• pri~c;~~~.l. of, :r~4~ip.pt~o11- pi;e.~~~· if ~9Y, ~q4 in.,t.~~~~~ ~() ~·~.co~~. 

d~~, on. s~~h bonds on an~ ~ri()r to ~uch r~~~~~tiQn ~~te, or ~t1fr1£~ ~~.;~. thf;r:e-

ot, ~€ ~~~ c~~e ~Y. ~~· ~nci in.t~rest: ~aFQ.~~ ~rQm s~~h rl!.~ny~~.t-~~~~s s~.al~ ~~ 

P,~~~ ~yu; t,o the St•t.~, Cl.S. r~c~ive,d by s..ucb tr4s.tl!eS. or ~!tc;~:rQ"7 ~g~~ts, free ~t\d 

cl~~r of apy tr~st, ~~en or P+ed.$.e s.ecuring StJ.ch. boP.ci~. N~tw_Hh~t~~Hi~~g 

anyt~in.~_ to t:he contra,ry contained herein: (a) su".-h trus~ee~ o:r ~~-P::~~ a,,$en,t~ 

~~B:U, if so ciirecte~ ~Y th~ iss.1.1i,ng of.f~cials, app.ly ~pn.~y~ C1tl. g~~psit ~it~ 

SJ.~.ch tru~tees or escrow Cl.$ents J>~r&\lant to the provisions ()f. this se~~~QI) a,mi 

redeem or s~ll gov~rnment securities s_o deposited Yith suc}l tru,st~@~ or escrpw 

e1:gents ci.nd ~pply the proceeds thf!J:~of. to ( i) the purch~:;e of th~ 1>.<>Pds which 

w~re refinanced by the de,~osit Yi th s.uct:i trust~es. ot ·e~~ro~ a,~:~.~~~ of' ~µ<:h 

~oneys and ~overn.lllent ~e.curitie.s. ~nQ ~E'.d~a.t:ely tl)~r~af ~~~ ca~c:~J ~11 bond.s ~o 

purch~~f!d, or (ii) the P.~rch(lS~. o_f c:l:i.f~t!r~pt ~()verm11ent $.~p~riJi~~; p~ovid~d, 

ho"1~v~r, that the 'l!l~neys and gover~ent securities Ol'l de:pp~~t. w,;_~p ~µc:h trust

~.e,s.. or escrow a~~~ts af t·er such p~rcha$e Ci.nd canc~llat~.Q? ~f sucJi b~l)ds or suc)i 



purchase of different government securities shall be sufficient to pay when due 

the principal of, redemption premium, if any, and interest on all other bonds 

in respect of which such moneys and government securities were deposited with 

' such trustees or escrow agents on or prior ~o the redemption date or maturity 

date thereof, as the case may be; and (b) in the event that on a~y date. as a 

result of any pu~chases and cancellations of bonds or any purchases of differ-

ent government securities as provided in this sentence, the total amoun~ of 

moneys and government securities remaining on deposit with such trustees er 

escrow agents is in excess of the total amount which would have been required 

to be depos.ited vi.th such trustees or escrow agents on such date in respect of 

the remaining bonds f o~ which such deposit was made in order to pay when due 

the principal of, redemption premium, if any, and interest on such remaining 

bonds, such trustees or escrow agents shall, if so directed by the issuing 

officials, pay the amount of such excess to. the State free and cleat of any 

trust, lien, pledge or assignment securing such refunding bonds. 

21. Refunding bonds is.sued pursuant to section 19 of this act may be 

consolidated with bonds issued pursuant to section 6 of. this act or with bonds 

. . ! 
issued pursuant to any other act for purposes of sale. 

22. To provide funds to meet the interestland principal payment require-

ments for the bonds issued under this act and outstanding, there is hereby 

appropriated in the order foliowing: 

a. Revenue derived fiom the collection of taxes as provided by the 
t.'"-

"Sales and Use Tax Act" (P.L. 1966, c. 30; C. 54:32B-l et seq.) as amended and 

supplemented, or so much thereof as may be required; and 

b. If in any year or at any time funds, as hereinabove approprj.at-

ed. necessary to meet interest and principal payments upon outstanding bonds 

issued tinder this act, be insufficient or not available then and in that case 

there shall be assessed, levied and collected annually in each of the munici-

palities of the counties of this State a tax on real and personal proper~y upon 

which municipal taxes are or shall be assessed, levied and collected. 
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sufficient to ~.eet the interest on al.l outstand~ng bonds is~ued hereunder and. 

on the bon~s •s it ;l.s pfqposed to is~ue under this act, ill ~ti~. ca_le1)daf year in 

Which suc.h tax 1S to. be -raiaed and for the p~yment of botu:ls. falling d~~ · i~ th~ 

year follo\1ing the year for which the t41,x is levied. . The ta:x · thus_ imposed 

shaU be assessed, le_vie4 a.nd col,lected i..n the same manper ·.and at the same tiule 

as ot}l~r ta,xe$ upon teal and personal propt;rty .are assessed, levied and col

Ucted ~ The g~verning body of ea.ch municipality s.hal~ cause to be PB:id to the 

cOU1ltY trea.surer of the county in which suchm1.1nicipality is.le>t.i;lteci, on ot 

bef q:i;-e December 15 in each year, the amount of tax hetei!l directed to be 

as.s.~s.sed and .levied, .a.ild ~he county treasui;er shall pay the amount of said tax . 

to the Sta.te; Treasurer Qn or before December 20 in ~a.ch yea.r. 

If oil ot bef9re Dec~nil>er 31, in any y.ear the. issu,it?-8 C>fficilµs shall 

det~~i.ne ~hat th~re are moneys. in the Get;ietal State Fund beyond ~h.e n~eds o~ 

the, ~ta.te,_ sufficient to meet the _principal Qf b6!lqs f.alH:~g Ql,l~- a.I;lq all 

inte~e.st p~ya}>l~ in the ensuin~ ca~en4ar year' then at).a in the ~"Vent the 

ii;$'1_i.ng .o~fic·i.als sha,l~ by resoluti<;>n so hn:¢ and shall file the So\illl~ in th~. 

office cf the Sta.te Tte,a$ur~r, wh~r~4po~ th.e St~~e Treasurer sh~.l.l tra,::i~f er the 

~O,~,e,-~s to a s~para,te fun~ to be d·~._$ignc~ted, 'by hiJD,, c1l.nd' ~;ti~ll pay the. _pri,ntipal 

and, inter~~t Out of tha.t fun4 as the same shall beCOt!le .. ~ue a,nd p~ya~le_, and. the. 

othe.r: sources of pa~ent of the principal and interest provide'd for in this 

sect~on shall not then be available, and the. receipts .. £;.or the year from the tax 

specUied in $ubsection ~. of this section sh.;:i.ll thereon be c.<>n.sidered and 

tre~t;~d as part of.the General State Fund, available for genet:a·l purpos~s. 

23. Should the State Treasurer, by December Jl. of any ·year, c:l.eem it. 

necessary, b'ecause of. insufficiency of funds to be collected froin the. sput.c~s 

9f revenues as hereinabove provided, to meet the interest and principal. pa:y

ments for the yeat after the ensuing y~ar. then the tre,a:s;urer shall certify to 

the Coiiiptroller of the Treasu:ry the. amount necessar:y to be rais.ed by taxation 

for those purposes, the same to be assessed, levied and collectec:J for a.nd in 

th'e ensuing calendar year. ln this case the Comptr_ollt:_r of the Treasuty shall, 
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on or before March l following, calculate tQe amount in dollars to be assessed I 

levied and collected as herein set forth in each county. Such calculation 

shall be based upon the corrected assessed valuation of each county for the 

year preceding the year in whl.ch such tax is to be assessed, but such tax shall 

be assessed, le\•ied and collected upon the assessed valuation of the year in 

which the tax is assessed and levied. The Comptroller of the Treasury shall 

certify the amount to the county board of taxation and the county treasurer of 

each county. The county board of taxation shall include the proper amount in 

the current tax levy of the several taxing districts of the county in propor

tion to the ratables as ascertained for the current year. 

24. For the purpose of complying with' the provisions of the State Consti

tution this act shall, at the general .election to be held in the month of 

November, 1984 be submitted to the people. ln order to inform the people of 

the contents of this act it shall be the duty of the Secretary of State, after 

this section shall take effect and at least 15 days prior to the election, to 

cause this act to be published in at least 10 newspapers published in the State 

and to notify the clerk of each county of this State of the passage of this 

act, and the clerks respectively, in accordance vith the instruc~ions of the 

Secretary ~f State, shall cause to be printed on each of the said ballots, the · 

following: 

lf you approve the act entitled below, cake a cross (X), plus (+), or 

check ( ) mark in the square opposite the word "Yes." 

If you disapprove the act entitled belo1.:, make a cross (X}. plus (+) 9 or 

check ( ) mark in the square opposite the word "No." 

lf voting machines are used, a vote of "Yes" or "No" shall be equivaleot 

to such markings respectively. 
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A};o I SCIENCE TtCHNOlOCY 
notm lSSUE. 

Shou.lc the "Scie
0

nc.e ·.a·nd 
·. i.echnolo.gy .!ond Act :·pf :l-9.SI." vhich· 

au.thorizes the Stafe •t.o issue ·b.onds in 
: .the :ameunt of $80 ,:ooo, 000 .00 ;for the . 

es t a bl.is tune n t o'.f a ·nnvod: i purpo,n of 
: 

of Advanced r-e·chnology Cente·rr; ,·at the 
Stat;e•s public .and .pr'ivate :inst i.tutlons ?{.es. 
of higher educa.t.ion and for th·e constr'uctiou· 

and ir::;rrovement of t_eehuicaJ and engineedng 
rela.ted f adlit.fes and equ1pment at then 
1nst1.tuti'ous, and in ·a ·principal aimunt 

i 
; 

suf f ic-ien t to ufinan ce ·a H. .or any such 
! 

.bonds if the vill result iu a :liireeetit .same 
\ 

savings, ptoViding t'h.e ways ·aiid ,value r 
such debt !D~~ns to pay that interest of 

and also. to pay and discharge the princi.pa.1. 
theteof, b~ app'toved? 

lh"TtRPRETA'IIVt SIATEHE'NT 

Approval of this act would authorize 
the sale of sao,000.000.00 in · bonci~- ~o be 
us~d for the establishment and construction . 

9f a net"1otk of Advanced Techoology Ceoter$ 

No. at the St.ate's public aod priv•te institu-
t~ODS of hig't'-er educ~tion and f o~ .constrµc-
tioD and it:p"tove111ent ·of technicai and 
engineedng re lated facilities au.d equipment 
at t~es~ itistitutions and bonds in a 

$Uf fitient amount to refin•nce all or 
any· such bonds if the same v1i1 res\llt 
in a present value savings. 

-
- - ... - ··--· 

The fact and date qf the app~oval or passage of this act, as the case may 

be, tnay be l,.nserud in the appropriate pl11i;e after t.he title in said ballot. 

~o other, requirements of hw of ~ny kind or character as. to notice or procedure 

except as herein provided need be adhered to. 

The votes so cast for and against the approval of this act, by ballo~ or 

voting machine,, shall be COl,lnted and tbe r:esu~t ·thereof returned by the elec

tion officer, and a canvass of_ the election had in the same manner as is 

provided for by law in the cas.e of the election o! a Governor, and the approval 

o.r disapproval of t~i:s. a;c-~ so det:ermined shall be d·edarec;i i-n the same manner 

al? the res.ult of an electi,Qn: for a Governor, and if th.ere sha-11 be a majority 

of all the votes cast fo_r and against it at :he election in favor o.f the 

approval of ~his act. then. all the provisicfos of. this act not made ef f cct.ive 

theretofore shall take effect fort.hwi,th. 

~5. There. is her-eby appropri.ated the sum of $5,000.00 to.' the Depa,raient 

of State. for expenses in co.nne.ction \.1ith the publication of notice pursuant to 

this section .. 
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26. The Commission shall submit to the State Tr~asurer a plan for the 

expenditure of funds from the Science and Technology Fund for the upcoming 

fiscal year. This plan shall include the following infon::ation: a performance 

evaluation of the expenditures made from the fund to date; a description of 

programs planned during the upcociing fiscal year; a copy of the regulations in 

force governing the operation of programs that are financed, in part or in 

whole by funds from the Science and Technology Fund; and an estimate of expen

ditures for the upcoming fiscal year. 

27. Immediately following the submission to the Legislature at the 

Governor's Annual Budget Message the Commission shall sublllli't to the General 

Assembly Agriculture and Environment Committee, the Senate Energy and Environ

ment Committee, or their successors, and the Subcommittee on Transfers of the 

Joint Appropriations Committee, a copy of the plan called for under secHon 26 

of this act, together with such changes therein as may have been required by 

the Go~crnor's budget message. 

28. No less than 30 days prior to the Commission ent.eTing into any 

contract, l~ase, obligation, or agreement to effectuate the purposes of this 

act the tommission.shall report to and consult with the Subcommittee on Trans

fers of the Joint Appropriations Committee. 

29. This section and sections 25 and 26 of this act shall take effect 

immediately and the remainder of the act shall take effect. as and when.provided 

in section 24. 

STATEMENT 

This bill woulc authorize a referendum to approve an $80,000,000.00 

Science Education and Technology Bond Issue to be used .for the establishment 

and construction of a network of Advanced Technology Cepters at public and 

private institutions of higher education and for the const.ruction and improve

ment of technical and engineering facilities at public and private institutions 

of higher education. The Governor's Commission on Science and Tecl:mology has 



strongly recoi::mended that the major capitai improvements outiines in its report 

be t~nded through this Bond issue. 



ASSEMBLYMAN JOSEPH Vo OORIA, JRo (Chairman): At this point, 

I want to call to order the public hearing we are holding on the bond 

is?ue, Bill No. 1761. The other bill, A-628, the bond issue I 

introduced last year, is not being discussed today. Bill No. 1761 is 

the bond issue we are working on now. It is important that we work on 

this quickly. We have to hold a public hearing, under the law. It has 

to pass bbth houses, and it has to be signed by the Governor so it can 

get on the ballot for next November. 

Obviously, we need some time to educate the public on the 

needs of this area. I just want to begin by saying -- and then we will 

have Kathy read the statement -- that this bond issue is related to 

higher education. It is not primarily a higher education bond issue. 

I still think when we present this to the public at large, we will call 

it a job and technology bond issue, in order to make them aware of the 

fact that this wi 11 help to create jobs in New Jersey. This will be 

done through the development of high technology programs in our 

institutions of higher education. 

I think this is something that should be emphasized: That 

this is to benefit all of the citizens of the State of New Jersey 

through the attrac.tion of high technology firms to the State, all of 

which would then produce jobs, help to improve the economy, and provide 

the citizens with a means of sustenance. So, this is a beginning. 

I think we will now have Kathy read the Committee statement, 

and then we would like to hear your comments on the ·bond issue, 

Chancellor. 

MS. FAZZARI: Assembly Bill 1761, the Sci~nce and Technology 

Bond Act of 1984, authorizes the sale of $80 million in bonds, the 

proceeds of which are to be used for the establishment and construction 

of a network of Advanced Technology Centers at the State's public and 

private institutions of higher educ~tion, including centers in 

biotechnology, food science, hazardous and toxic substances management, 

and ceramics. It is also for the construction and improvement of 

technical and engineering fatilities at the State's public and private 

colleges and universities. 



U11der the Bill's prov is ions, the Governor's Commission on 

Science CJnd Technology, or its recommended $Uccessor, the New Jersey 

Commission on Science and Technology, is to adopt rules and regulations 

r~garding the ~stablishment of a network of Advanced Technology 

Centers. 

The State Board of Higher Education, however, i$ to adopt the 

regulatipns concerning the constructio~ or irn.provement of technical and 

engineering-related facilities at the State~s colleges · and 

universities. 

The recommendqtion for the bond issue was made by the 

Governor's Commission on Science and Technology in its December, 1983, 

Report. 

ASSEME\LYMAN DORIA: Let me just add that the bi 11 you have 

befpre you is the bill that was put together by the Science and 

Technology Commission, together ~ith the Governor's Council's off ice. 

There are some changes that are go.ing to have to be made .:.._ technical 

changes aqd other cha_nges, obv iou$ly, as we go along, depending upon 

need. 

Let me begin by saying that I have already received comments 

from the south Jersey representatives in the Legislature, especially 

thos~ from the C9mden area, who fee 1 there is not enough in here for 

the southern part of New JeJ;'sey; thus, they feel that something .should 

be added. I wo.uld have to say that ob\' iousl y we have to look into this 

and see what can be done, because it i~ obvious that we need the votes 

of •. the people in. South Jersey as well as we need the votes of ·the 

people in North Jersey. 

Let me also begin by saying that we will try to stay, as much 

as possible, with the draft. The amendments to the bi 11 wi 11 only be 

those amendments that ·are necessary to make it a rnore viable piece of 

legislation, and that will encourage it to bring in the votes that are 

necessary for passage -- and that is a very practical problem. 

With that, Chancellor, we would now like to have your 

comments. 

DR. T. EDWARD HOLLANDER: Thank you very much. I just saw a Senator 

from South Jersey enter the Chamber. (laughter) 
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Let me start by expressing my personal thanks, not only to 

you, Joe, as a member of the Commission, but also to the other three 

legis1a·0rs who were also· members of the . Commission, and who 

contributsd so significantly to the work of the Commission • 

. '\SSEMBL YMAN DOR IA: Could you speak into the microphone, 

please? I don't want any compliments to be missed. (laughter) 

DR. HOLLANDER: To repeat for the record, I started by 

expressing my thanks to Joe Doria, and not only to him but to the other 

three members of the Legislature who were part of the Commission, and 

who at tended all of the meetings, helping to shape the Commission's 

report. 

I also owe you another vote of thanks, and that is for 

deferring your own bill -- which I know you were deeply committed to, 

and one which you worked very hard on, and argued fa~, at the 

Commission meetings -- to the bill which is before you now as . the 

Commission's recommendation. So, there is unity and support from all 

the members of the Commission -- Republicans and Democrats -- for a 

program which is desper~tely needed in this State. It is recognized by 

all, on both sides of the aisle, that this is desperately needed. 

I am very excited about the Commission report, not only 

because it gives a new direction to the State of New Jersey -- and it 

does do that in a very significant and meaningful way _;.. but because 

the Commission, in its deliberations, recognized the compet~nce of our 

colleges and universities, and their potential for being nationally 

ranked in research. They also recognized the important contribution 

the other colleges and universities in the State can make through the 

instruction of the technologies. It is a vote of recognition given to 

the value of our system of higher education, -end .for th~t I am 

personally and deeply indebted. 

I think this bond issue promises significant strides in 

economic development for the people of this State, and I think it has 

to be sold to the people of this State in terms of jobs, jobs, jobs, 

because it does mean jobs, jobs, jobs. 

We are in an important transition period· in our economy. We 

will always have blue-collar jobs, and they will always be important. 

3 



But; the new and emerging jobs in out society will tend to be in what 

we call ;'high technology'' or ivemergent technoiog·y. ;, New Jersey . has 

aiw~~~ b~eh a high technology State. W~ have been iosing our share in 

recent years, and it is important that we not only maintain our share, 

but- that we enhance our share. 

So; you have before you a proposal for an $ad million bond 

issue. It is no secret that roughly $23 miltion of that is beihg 

~~t~Atked to strengthen instruttional programs at ail of our colleges 

and UfiiV~tsities in high technology, and most of those ·moneys, ot aH 
pf those moneys, will be used to construct facilities and to provide 

lhitial equipment to the facilities for teachiDg highly-technical 

subje~t~ iri our t~o~y~at and four-year college~. 

In my judgment, that is as import ant as the $5 7 million, 

s~pplemented by $20 miliion from Rutgers and UMDNJ, which will be used 

to fUrid the High Technoldgy Centers. These will be centers for major 

reseat~h' ahd Wi 11 bring together faculty from other institutions in 

our State, faculty that is competent in the area of applied research, 

as well as theoretical teseatdh that is industrially orient~d' ahd 

research that will establish cooperation between business, industry, 

~hd higher education. 

I appreciate your early consideration of the bill• We have a 

selling job to do to the public. Our colleges arid universities all 

support. the bond issue, and we will work hard, along with the Governor 

and the members of the Legislature, to persuade the pubiic to v·ote yea 

for this item on the ballot. 

Ed Cohen, and others, are here to speak in more detail about 

the spetifics of the bo·nd issue. So, I will end with this brief 

introductory comment' and thank you again for your support. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: Thank you very much, Chancellor. I want 

to thank you for your kind comments and your support. l think this 

bond issue is very important. I think thei:'e has to tre a bipartisan 

effort on this. H: is something that both parties have seen a need 

for, and it is something that the Governor's office has seen a need 

for. 

'. ,1'! 
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We have the Science and Technology Commission's 

recommendations. I think the general recommendations, when you 

conside that the business community and the research community in New 

Jersey were directly involved with these recommendations, are very 

good. Obviously, there is now a need for some refinement, and that is 

about all that is needed at this point. 

I think it is good to emphasize that, in addition to this $80 

million, there will be $20 million coming from the Bond Authority of 

Rutgers University and UMDNJ which will provide additional funds to 

develop these High Technology Centers. I think a lot of people have to 

realize we are talking about an initiative that is going to amount to 

over $100 mi Ilion when we, are finished -- and it may be significantly 

more as the years go on, when you look at the yearly expenditures in 

the area of high technology. 

So, I just want to thank you, and I ·would like to open this 

.up to any questions the Committee members may have on the specifics of 

the bi 11. They may also wish to ask the Chancellor questicims on this 

as we. go along. 

Assemblywoman Muhler. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: This is a follow-up on a question I 

asked at the last meeting before the Capital Budget Commission, and 

that dealt with the price. of the square footage. . I am sure someone 

else will follow up on that. 

am. 

response)· 

DR. HOLLANDER: Could you hold that question for Ed Cohen? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: All right. 

DR. HOLLANDER: He is more capable of answering that than I 

.ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Are there any other questions? · (no 

Okay. Chancellor, we would like to thank you again. 

DR. HOLLANDER: I made him blush. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I want to thank you again for coming here 

this morning. I apologize for being late, as I said earlier. 

Unfortunately, I had another commitmenL I want to thank you for 

giving an excellent presentation on all of the issues, the initiatl ves 
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ih the various programs that you presented, the budget, and the bond 

is§ue. Think you very much. 

D~. HOLLANDER: Thank you. I hope you will excuse me now~ I 

have a meeting in Piscataway. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: No problem. Thank you very much. I want 

to thank th~ Vice Chancellor for being here also. 

I would like to ask everyone to speak louder · so that all 

tnose pres(:!nt can hear your testimony. We have copies of the Qond 

issue up front here if you do not have a copy, and we also have a list 

bf the speakers if you would like one. We will try to follow the list 

a$ closely as we can. However, some individuals may have to leave 

early, arid we may not be able to follow the list exactly as we have it 

here. 

The next witness to· testify before this Committee is Dr. 
Edward Cohen. Dr •. Cqhen is the Executive Director of the Governor's 

Commissiqn on Science and Technology. 

[)R. EDWARD CDHEN: Thank you very much Chairman Doria, ano member$ of 
" ! ' 

the Committee. Good morning. As has been said, m.Y name is Ed Cohe~n .• 

l appear before you today as Executive Director of: the Governor'$ • 

Commission on Science and Technology. 

Since Ted Hollander is also my boss in my capaoity as 
AS$ist~nt Chancellor, I have to immediat,ly acknowledge that his is a 

very hard act to follow, and I am going to stick to my prepared 

r·emarks. I will be happy to answer your questions, and also to prdv ide 

copies of my full testimony to the Committee, since I won't read all of . 

iL 
I trust you have all h·ad ·an opportunity to read the 

Commission's . Report, especially . its recommendations on capital 

,improvements. We do believe that these recommendations will help to 

launch one of the most important in.itiatives in New Jersey'$ recent 

history, and certainly orie of the most important ones for higher 

e~~catio~, economic development, and job cre~tion within the last 15 

ye·ars. 

, I do want . to emphasize that last point~ ·with respect to 

economic development and job creation, by bring~'rtg to your attentidn, 
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at the end of my testimony, that the Commission is . submitting a 

proposed amendment to the legislative statement, which we feel is fine 

as far 1s it goes, but it makes insufficient reference to the purpose 

of this bond act and its assistance to these proposed centers, in terms 

of eco11omic development and job creation. We trust that you will 

concur that this clarification is very much in keeping with the spirit 

of both the Commission's work and the bond act. 

But, specifically, I am here to testify in favor of, and in 

support of, the Science and Technology General Obligation Bond Bill, 

which Assemblyman Doria has introduced. This, of course, is fully in 

accord with the recommendations of the Governor's Commission, of which 

Assemblyman Doria was a member. 

The main thrust of the $80 million capital improvement will 

occur in four advanced technology ·fields: biotechnology, hazardous 

waste management, industrial ceramics, and food technology. 

These will take the form of new and renovated laboratories, 

research space, and processing centers. In most cases, they will 

include highly technical and sometimes expensive "clean rooms" where 

the environmental and working conditions must be perfectly maintained, 

and where safety factors can be given proper attention. In all cases, 

moreover, these facilities will conform to Federal and State safety 

standards. 

Biotechnology clearly involves the greatest concentration of 

, resources, and we believe the greatest potential for payback to New 

Jersey. 

The $40 million capital budget proposed for this Center would 

come from $20 million in general obligation bonds and $20 million in 

· the revenue bonds that Assemblyman Doria referred to earlier, which 

would be guaranteed by both Rutgers and the UMDNJ, under their separate 

statutory authorities for this purpose. 

The Advanted Technology Center in Biotechnology would be 

jointly governed by Rutgers and UMDNJ, and located, as a matter of 

fact, on their adjoining campuses in Piscataway. The projected cost of 

this core center is $24 million out of that $40 million. 
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Portions of the Waksman Institute of Rutgers University and 

the Middlesex General University· Hospital affiliate of the Rutgers 

Medical School of the UMDNj will be integrated into this Center; and 

bap;ital improvement totaling $9 million is recommended · for that 

purpose. 

LikewiSe, the Science arid l echholdgy .· tqmrijisSioh ·has 

recommended, and the Presidents of both Rutgers and UMDNJ aiso have 

b~lled tdri a c6htributiori of $$ miliion to t~e cipi~al facilities ih 

molecular biology; proposed fdr construction at Princeton. · Yo.u ate 

probably aware that this amount would represent only a smali proportion 

of the $46 million investment that Princeton is making in molecular 

bioiogy, but it would signify a genuine endorsement by New Jersey of 

the ne\~i spirit of cooperation in this field among Rlitgers; lJMbNJ, and 

PHncet'Oh; and it will heip to draw the three institutions Closer 

together for combined research. Developing a war Id-Class cent et in 

biotechnology in New Jersey, with all its tdmponeht parts, requires 

S~rious attention to the advantages of this th~ee-way relationship, and 

the; intention of the Commission is to pursue this matter in every way 

pdssible. 

With respe_·ct to hazardous and toxic substance mahagemeiit; the 

proposed Cooperative Research Center will begin its activities this 

jqly 1. This seems assured in iight of the extraordinarily successful 

.outcom'e of the recent National Science Foundation Industry Pianning 

Conference that was held recently. From eight tO 20 industrial members 

~r~ anticipated in this Center, with each payintj $~0 thouaahd 

annually. Industrial membership will, in turn, be ·matched by a Federal 

"seed" grant_ ·from the National Science foundation. 

The research and the public policy programs of the Center, 

which will emphasize, by the way, such areas as incineration, 

biological and chemieal treatment, and physical treatment, will be 

assets to both New Jersey and the nation. They will bting 

dnfversity-level research to bear on such problems as toXic waste 

'c'.lean~up, as well as appling these findings to such economic growth 

areas as resource recovery. In olher words, it is our ej<pectatidn :that 

not only will this Center provide a. stimulus to New Jerse·y Is effort arid 
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need to address its own toxic waste problems, but the solutions found 

to these problems wi 11 spin off into industry and create jobs that will 

not only address New Jersey's problems, but wil 1 also b~ saleable 

technologies for the rest of the nation and the wotld. 

The Center itself needs a core facility, both to meet this 

potential and to draw together the fiv~ graduate institutions of higher 

education, led by the New Jersey Institute of Technology, that form the' 

research consortium to do the job. The Commission has recommended that 

$7 million of the bond issue be assigned to this facility, with new 

construction to occur in Newark, on the campus of NJIT. 

The third field is ind us trial ceramics. The Center for 

Ceramics Research at Rutgers, performing lead-edge research in one of 

the so-called new materials of the future, is fast approaching 

war Id-class stature. The Center . expects to increase its industrial 

membership to 25 companies and its annual affiliates fee to $40 

thousand, ail of which translate into an industrially-sponsored 

research program of $1 million a year. 

The recommendations of the Commission are designed to ensure 

that this Center attains -- truly attains -- world-class standing 

and generates benefits of primary importance to New Jersey. The latter 

will occur through furth~r enhancement of the Ceramics Research 

Center's research program, emphasizing techriology transfers to New 

Jersey's small and medium-sized industrial ceramics companies, and 

through the provision of a core facility for the Center on the Busch 

Campus of Rutgers. Current! y, the Center operates from borrowed and 

outgrown space at the Engineering School. The Commission has 

recommended $9 mil lion for this core facility. 

The fourth field, food technology, encompasses the study of 

chemical, biological, and engineering aspects of food and food 

processing, packaging, and storing. The food industry is an import~nt 

part of New Jersey's economic base; food processing, as a matter of 

fact, represents annual shipments of over $6 bil 1 ion today in New 

Jersey. At the same time, the State has experienced a loss of 

employment in the overall food industry through the relocation of 

production centers. 
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The proposed Center ·for_ f ooq Technology -- or, better sl:1ted, 

for ac:Jvanced technology -- with a capital requirement pf $6 mil I ion, 

will $trengthen New Jersey's research and economic base in this 

inct.ustry by providiflg new food products and . developing more efficient 

and economical food processing and related techniques. The nuc l e11·s of 

.this Center will be formed around the food Science Depa~tment al Cook 

College of Rutgers. The core facility, however, . located. on the Cook 

Campys, will draw together the strengths of . nearly a· dozen ·ac:1d1~mic 

departments, including biochemistry, chemistry, nutrition, p I ;int 

ptiysi,ology, mechanical engineering, ohemical engineering, and mate I' i.a.ls 

science" In a,dqition to strengthening joi11t research and deve Lop111ent 

programs, this facility will include a pilot plant designed to lnidge · 

the techniccil gap between laboratory research and commercializal ton. 

Givefl the cross-disciplinary commercial orientation of the Center, we 

anticipate that it will help to spin off new businesses in such areas 

as ingredient supplies, chemical and packagin~ supplies, processing, 

sensp:ry equipment and instrumentation, transportation, warehousinq, and 

waste disposal. 

The four centers I ·mentioned are included in the so-c:1 l ted 

''first...,.stage" priority need, identified by the Commission. The '.;I age 

two needs are also provided fo:r, to some extent, in the bbnd i: ;~rne. 

Al though ·the. Commission was not able to ascertain . certain addi t. inna 1 

needs with the same finality as ·those identified· for stage one, its 

Repo:rt emphasizes that there will be other capital requii-ements . over 

the next several years. We already have mentioned the optical fiber 

material area as a possible "second wing" of the Center for Ceramics 

Rese~rcti. Another academic area where we anticipate requirements for 

capital improvements is the field we have dubbed "telematics," 

rep.resenting the growing confluence of computer technologies and 

telecommunications. 

A third poss.i,ble area under. the general heading of "material 

science" is surf ac·e modification techno.logy. But, we do believe there 

will be other needs, and the Chancellor alluded to some of them. 

for this reason, the Science. and Technology Commission 

strongly urged that sufficient funding -- $15 mil lion -- be available 
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to permit timely forward movement in these areas as soon as their 

importar·ce 

identified. 

is · confirmed and their requirements more · precisely 

These determinations will be the responsibility of the 

successor agency to the Commission, as proposed in the bond bill. 

With respect to community colleges, public four-year 

colleges, and independent institutions, to ensure that · the 

instructional improvements that are needed for a technology-trained 

work force in New Jersey that aspect of a science and 

technology-based development that Assemblywoman Muhler alluded to -

the Commission recommended that substantial capital funds $23 

million -- be provided to maintain high-quality science and technology 

education at the public four-year and community colleges, as well as at 

the many independent institutions of higher education in the State. 

These funds will be applied to the construction and improvement of 

instructional laboratories, computer and educational facilities, and 

building space for technical equipment installations. 

Projects to be funded from this portion of the bond issue 

will be major capital expenditures valued at more than $250 thousand, 

and with an extended-use life expectancy. These expenditures will 

differentiate themselves by dollar size and nature from current 

technology initiative grant ~rograms to highet education institutions, 

and especially from Chapter 12 projects that fund the county colleges. 

a competitive grant process, within each sector, will be used. All 

projects drawn from this $23 million fund will be the responsibility of 

the Chancellor and the Board of Higher Education, as to their 

adaptation. 

Let me conclude with just a few words about the fiscal 

implications of this major new initiative. A major test of this 

program will be its ability to create more ~mployment and new jobs. 

Al though it is impossible· at this stage to assign a precise number of 

new jobs to be created, there are several factors to indicate that the 

science and technology program will meet this test extremely well. 

First of all, the standard rule of thumb indicates that approximate! y 

50 percent of all capital projects represent labor costs. From· the 

priority fields alone that were identified, this translates into $30 

million for n~w constructiori jobs in New Jersey. 
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Secondly, the Commission has recommended investment~ in those 

t~~hnologies, sych as advanced ceramics and biotech.nqlogy, where New 

~~re,~y ~lrn~dy has demonstrated strengths. The Report does not call 

ypon the Stqte t.o pursue fi~lqs likf3 microchip proquction, where New 

Jersey would experien~e q competitive dis~dva~tage, nor does it 

ff3COfJJIT1~md academic-industrial colhborations whose outcomes emphasize 

Jpp q~sp!acement through a heavy reliance on aytomated proouction 

rnutin~s. 

To be sure, there will be employment adjustments, but this is 

a situation which Ne~ Jersey faces in common with ~he rest of the 

nation and, indeed, rowch of the world. Our respons;e, p:ri~cipally in 

the form of new technology education and training, mwst be tailored to 

~eet pur industrial and service-sector needs. 

Let me also add that the bond ;issue addresses that aspect of 

the! Corrm1is$ion' s recommendations which call for major capita! 

investments. It does not, obviously, address that portion of the 

Com.miss.to~' s :recommendations that the Chancellor ref~rred ·to, the $a. 1 

million rep~esented in the Governor's recommenqatiqn ·for operating 

f~nds. Some of those funds will indeed be used for the operation! in 

part, of the centers. Other funds wquld be useq tq incur, stim~l~te, 

and support other activities which would address othef kinds of fielps, 

and involve othef in~titutions in other parts of the State, as well as 

those that are indicated in terms of the location of these partic4lar 

'~yanc~d technology ~enters. 

I thank you. I appreciate the opportuni~y to spea!< before 

·yo~ today. If there are any questions that I can ans~~r, inclµdi~g the 

one th9t ~9s posed before, l wol)lq be happy to answer them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Marie the question she wanted to as~, a~d 

then Assemblywoman Garvin has a question. 

DR. COHEN: Yes. 

~SSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: In reviewing t~is, I asked a question 
' :·: ·:' .'. 

la.~t we~k about the $200 per square f qot for t~e construction of thi~ 

kind of building. I have had staff do some follpw-4p ~or~ on the ~ost 

qf puilding and the co$t of construction. I would as$ume t,hat the fp()d 

c~ntE;?:r you talked about would be some~hat simi~cir to a coi,:-por(3te 

labqra.tqry, would it not? 

1? 



DR. COHEN: Yes, and no. The work that the Center will be 

doing--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHL.IR: . I don't mean the work. · 
(j 

I mean the 

construction of the facility -- the building itself. 

DR. COHEN: It is similar. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: Well, the cost of that kind of a 

building is anywhere from $83 to $100 per square foot. Our college 

laboratories presently being constructed are $43 to $61 per square 

foot. I know we are talking about much more complex buildings than 

that. 

The F orrestal Center cost $85 a square foot to build, which 

is a rather impressive building. The highest cost per square foot of 

any kind of construction, for the ,most technical kind of building I 

could find, involved a very, very expensive medical center lab, and 

that was $178 per square foot. 

Looking at this whole picture, I am kind of concerned about 

the per square-foot cost of the buildings. When you get tight down to 

it, most of the bond issue is for this capital construction, and I 

would like some back-up information verifying those kinds of figures, 

because, I am having a little difficulty dealing with them. 

DR. COHEN: · We are obviously going to have to do that because 

the figures you are reading from are apparently disconcerting. I would 

have t9 ask, if I could speak with your staff, where those figures came 

from. 

Let me indicate where some of our figures came from. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHL ER: Well, I would rather dispute your 

facts and figures than question mine. 

DR. COHEN: Let me give you -- because they sound very low -

an indication of where some of our figures came from. Take . the 

biotechnology area, in which a good deal of work has been done. The 

Commission itself, in attempting to verify the need for this group, 

took a special step in this instance and appointed-- In fact, the 

Governor brought together a special committee to specifically address 

this area, even after the regul~r process had identified biotechnology 

as one of the important areas. That group included some of the 
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Ho\':/ard Johnson -- Pr. ~.ohn~on is a former 

.Cha~rmi:ln of t.he .Board ,o.f M.IT, and the Ex-ecutive V~c.e .Pr.e.siden,t .of 

$<;J~i19b ,' ~o, ,by the ~ay, as a for,mer :Ch,i,ef , ,Op,er:51ti.n9 Of f~c,e,r .of 
,Mas,sac,h.usett.s Gener.ai .Hospital, w.as i,r:ivqlved in th.e $70 miPion .~echt 

(:.orpqrati.on .j.nvestme,n;t to establish E;t cen,ter ~..t~ere. It also included a ... : ' . . .. . . . . . ' ' . .· . .. . '- ·~. . ' . . ' - . ; ~ . 

FP~:PPr.at,e .Yi.c.~ Pre~i,dent f:q~ .Re~~.a~,c.t) at .~.QhrJs,qr:i ~nci Johnson; Uw 

P.~ 1e~iq,e,nt ,af ,.H,o ff roan ;LaRoche; a.nc;i, th,e Presiden~ o.f ,Me.r.ck Re.se~rch 

·Corp.oration. 
; . t· • : : · 1 · T 1 '. , ~ 

ASSEMaL YWQMA~ MUH.L.ER: That• s pretty. ~ni.c.e, out those 

1P;r.~~i~e11ts didn't come .4p wit.h those figureS,. 

PR. COHEN: No, t.hose fig~res ~ere discus$.e.d ,by them, 9nd t,h.e 

fppqr1i,11g ~v idence was. C1ttes;ted tp ,by t,he,r:n: Th.at gpg per s~4a~e f.oot 

f~ ~ry~s are~, for these kinds of facilities, wo4lq be ~h~ ,miri~m~m,. 

Two reference points were .made. ~qhq9.on ~n.ci ~P.h.nson h~~ 

recently completed laborator~es of thi~ f}at4r.e, app Pi-. ~~ma!~ ~renrm 

~ridica~~tj that $200, .j.n his view, was the mif}i!J14m ~ffl,qunt n~~.qeq~ 

In addipo~, the Prinpeton MolecuJar ,Biol.ogy fa~ility ,is 

b~in~ cpns~r4cte~; it is under constrµction npw, a~ .~ rn~tter pf f~ct~ 

l f I ~an recali t.he figures correcp y, siric.e I w~~ AQt prepared. to 
quote ~hem p~ecisely, they are ~omet~ing in the magritµtje of $275 p~r 

~~lja,re foot. 

The Chairm~n of the Task For~e, Q m~~bei- pf the Com~ission, 

under which a~l of this ~ori< · was dqn.e -- it is ~h~t ~e c?p~d pt.ff 

"A~~<.fo~1li~, Ind~strial Innovation Center. Tas!< Force, h~~q~d py Qr. 

E~w~rq David, the President of Exxon. Researct1 ?'lP Engirieerin9 

~qFpq~ation -- thoµght that ,200 per squ~r~ foqt ~as a minim4m~ 

pr~~+)3.~ly because h~ ha~ just ~ompl~~~d the erectio'1 of n~w fCi~iIHies 

for his organization, to facilitate their mov~ f~-prJ.l Floral Park to 

Clinton. He felt that ~200 a square foot wa$, ~g~~n, a ~inimu~. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR~A: ~puld I interrupt yo~ fpf on~ minyte? l 

t~+n~ Jl.ssembl yman ao~chini has a qµestipn that ~Hi ne!p to ~~a:r.t f~ 

~h,is. 

ASSEM~L YM~N apq:HJNl: Ed, there i~ a ~~~~~ dJ~p~r it y petwe~n 

r't:i.~t M~fi~. is sayirg anq wh~t you ar~ saying. ~ th.~ fiQure$ yoµ ~re 

fel~ti~g to include th.e re~ated equipn;ient ~h~t i~ f1ece.$.S~ry? ~flP, 

MCi:rie, ,dp yo~r figures include related equipment? 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: No. They are based on the information 

I was 0iven last week, which I probably should have clarified before. 

They are strictly for the cost of the building, no equipment at all. 

That is not part of it at all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: I would like ~o inject one thing here, 

in order to satisfy Marie, and maybe all of us. The $200 per square 

foot may very well be -- and it sounds, from what you are saying and 

from the sources you are citing, like they are legitimate estimates -

a breakdown of the actual cost to build the building, and then the 

related equipment that goes into the building is inserted. If we 

look at the figures in that way, maybe we would see what the breakdown 

is, and we would match the $85 cost. We could then accompany it with 

another $115 worth of allied equipment that needs to be put in place in 

order to make it that type of a biotech building. 

DR. COHEN: Assemblyman, thank you very much for your point, 

but I would be less than honest if I tried to pretend that the 

disparity would be covered by tha.t -- and a few other factors, by the 

way. Not only are fixed and some degree of moveable equipment included 

in those figures, but so too are fees and land cost~, where_ they would 
be involved. But, that would not cover the full disparity. 

However, let me make another point--

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Let me just clarify that, and then you 

can go on to the next point. I would like to clarify this, because I 

think everybody is concerned with this question of $200. per square 

foot. 

What you are saying is equipment is included in the cost? 

DR. COHEN: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: You are saying that no equipment, 

equipment is included, or some equipment is included? 

DR. COHEN: Fixed equipment is included. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: By fixed equipment, you mean things that 

are stable and are major pieces of equipment? 

DR. COHEN: You would not normally finance moveable 

equipment. 

ASS~MBLYMAN DORIA: Let's just· say ·a cyclotron would be 

included, if we were dealing in that area. 
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DR. CO~EN: Probably. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Ail right. So, we are talking about 

JH~'jor ~q'u'.lpment; we ate not talking about rriirior eq'uipment. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHL ER: I was told there was· no equipment in 

fh~t figure last week. 

~SSEM~LYMAN OORlA: By whom? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: By the peopie who were there with the 

chancellor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: No moveable equipment. 

AS5EMBL YWOMAN MUHL ER: No equipment~ The figure was stt ictiy 

~6~ the buildihg. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: What do you see as the difference between 

irioveabie arid non-moveable equipment? t am trying to get a clear 

definition~ 

DR. COHEN: As Assemblywoman Garvin knows, a Cancer Research 

F~611it~ was added to the facilities of the N~w Jerse~ ~~dical Schocil 

in Newark. · What was included in the construction price there, that 

cbristitLlte fixed equipment' would be the lead-lined r;ciom and the kii;lds 

of things that must be put into place When you build the building •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: So, if you are trying to build a 

germ-free environment, then the entire isolation process that might be 

necessary for that area w6uld be ~art or the construction co~t~ 

Howevei-, you are not tdking about test tubes, or that type of 

equipment? 

DR. COHEN: No. Nor even something of a larger magnitude. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOfHA: Even something that is larger iii siZe~ 

We are just talking about so'mething that has to be built into the 

buiiding. Okay? 

Are you talking about land acquisition? 

DR. COHEN: Where that would be necessary. 

ASSEM.BLYMM{ OORiA: And fees? 

DR. COHEN: Oh, yes. Construction fees, '<!ind so forth. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, architectural fees and all. Now~ 

what you are saying is' even with those . you do not see that the 

discrepancy is too great at this point to m~ike a determination that is 
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based only on those differences. So, at this point, one of the things 

I think we are going to have to clarify before the Committee meets to 

improve the bi 11 and make amendments, is that question. I would 

appreciate it if you would get together with Assemblywoma_n Muhler and 

· the rest of the Committee members to discuss exactly why there is that 

difference. Okay? 

DR. COHEN: Yes, I will. 

Let me make another point, and that of course -- as you all 

know -- is that the actual allocation of these funds, either by the 

Commission's successor, or by the Legislature, will only occur after 

there is a presentation of full architectural plans and all the 

justifications that go into that. Moneys under the bond issue don't 

just flow automatically. One must then go through an actual 

verification process in each of those instances. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: That would have .to be appropriated by the 

Legislature? 

DR. COHEN: It would have to be appropriated by the 

Legislature. I would also like to say at this stage that I would not 

be candid if I did not indicate. that al 1 we have right now are very 

preliminary estimates on the part of the institutions, and they cannot 

get down to a level of detail with higher architects, which can only 

occur once authorization occurs, and get such estimates as yet. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We know that those estimates are usually 

all inflated, so we don't have to worry about that. (laughter) I mean 

if you don't inflate them, you have problems. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: Right. I fully support the concept of 

what you are trying to accomplish. That is not my concern. 

DR~ COHEN: As you all know, I wear another hat, and 1 have 

been involved with the most expensive higher education construction in 

the State, namely UMDNJ's construction, and I was taken b~ck by those 

figures initially. It was an educational proce~s for me to realize 

that times have changed since we completed that construction -- there 

has been inflation -- and we are talking about something different as 

well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, thank you very much. Are there any 

questions from the other Committee members? 
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ASS(MBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes, but they are not related to whc;it 

we were just discussing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Well, if you would like tb' ask questions 

bf Dr~ Cohen, th~re Will be no problem with that. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Okay. I am concerned with this bond 

iss4e' al though I totally support the concept• My concern h~s to do 

with SOfllething in your presentation to us. When you mentioned R.Litgers~ 

y~y did 11ot identify the Newark campus, not the Camcjen carnpu~. Now, we 

~~ht thtd~gh _this before with the bond issue that dio riot pas~, becawse 

thet~ ~ere legislators who were concerned about thoa~ t~q eampUs~s as a 

part of Rutgers. ", 

In going o~er your presentationj on ~atje two, t~~ last 

par~tj~aph if you want to r~fef to it -~ yqu refetfed to the Advanced 

technology Center governed by Rutgers ahd U~1DNJ, and located on their 

~djoihirig campuses in Piscataway. i am asking fat clari ficatibn of 

that because with this dollar amount, I would hope an ai lOcatidn to 

Rutgers woi.Jld include a sub-allocatidn to both Newark ahd C~moen. so, 
would you Clarify that for me? I really want to support this bond 
1ssli~~ but I have problems because Rutgers does hav~ two ohh¢r 

campuses' and many times we pt.it most of our money arid i hope iny 

colleagues excuse me for saying this into what we call the "Grey 

Hous~" that is New Brunswick. 

The other campuses, which happen to be urban campuses; many 

times do not .get· their fair share, and I, fat one, am concerned ~bout 

that omission. I am not asking at:>out NJIT, which is in here for $1 

mil~iori. But~ I am concerned with Rutgers, ~hich you talk about in 

ypur pres~ntation. There is no $peci f:i,c identification of any activity 

taking place on the Camden or the Newark campuses~ 

DR. COHEN: I would be very happy to ans wet that. It is a 
very legitimate question. First of all, this is a bond iss.Lie in 

. . 

$upport of the construction of facilities, a11.d it .is felt that the be-st 

lt>~ation qf the core facility, with respect to molecular biotechnology, 

wes there' because th'i~ is Where the greatest strehgth$ are found ~t 
the present· time. It does not ~ay that th·er~ would not be activit~e$ 

ih biotechnology supp·orted elsewhere' in terms of op·e:rations. 



I am not at liberty to indicate, for instance, that very 

shortly we wi 11 have current fiscal year '84 mone.ys. Awards will be 

made wj,h respect to biotechnology equipment purchases, in the general 

thrust of the Commission. What I cannot say is where they are going. 

But, I can assure that when they are announced, it will be seen that 

these competitive grants there was a request for a proposal 

distributed, and responses were received from all over the state -- and 

some of the awards are indeed going into other parts of the State. 

The activities at the Center, however, must have what is 

called in the field "power." If we are to function as a magnet in 

order to attract individuals to such a Center, the "super stars" if you 

wi 11 -- let's take biotechnology, which is the example you cited 

we must ensure that these are very high quality facilities, staffed by 

very high quality people in very close proximity to one another in 

order to provide that interaction, or they will not come. 

In turn, unless industry is convinced that they can bring a 

problem to that center and find solutions to some of the questions they 

are seeking the answer to, they will continue to go to some of the 

other powerful centers in other parts of the United States, or the 

world. 

In addition, the benefits from this are not confined. If 

economic development really does occur as a consequence of the 

generation cif these technological spinoffs that undergird the thinking 

of the Commission in this regard -- if this occurs -- the taxes that 

these companies pay will go to the State coffers. The persons who will 

be employed, will be employed all over the State. Biotechnology, as 

you know, is powerful from the south to the north. We fully anticipate 

that the activities of this Center will, indeed, interact with 

institutions of higher education throughout the State, and with 

companies throughout the State. Indeed, as I said, grant awards, whieh 

will be announced shortly, will indicate that the process has already 

begun. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: You made a couple of statements that I 

really have a problem with. One has to do with where the people are 

and where the strengths already· exist. I have no quarrel with the core 
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·facility, if you will. What I would like to ask you, since we' will be. 

deEiHng with amendments -- so that the whole concept of what this is 

at)out is not that loaded -- could we say, when we talk about Rutgers 

period -- that we are also including some kind of fallout; if you will,.. 

to bbth the Newark Campus and the Camden Campus? 

I would rather not accept the fact that it will happen. I 

would rather perhaps propose an amendment' so that it will be in place·, 

arid then those of us from these areas cah b~gin to $upport this bond 

issue . because we · will then have something that will ,tmpact on our 

constituency. We can. then get·this bond issue passed. 

When I think about the last one, the public does not 

understand things that we are discussing here this morning, and we have 

to get the public tb vote on bond issues~ What I am sayirig i$, would 

there be ahy problem with this kind of an amendment that · has to be 

worked out in some way? 

DR. COHEN: _If the amendment were to say that it is the sense 

of the Legislature that every consideration must be giveh to this,: I am 

sure the Cofilmission wouid not only welcome that, · but would have no 

problem whatsoever with actually carrying it out. 

It is already there. Certain! y, it is there in the $~3 

million portion of the bill. Ted acknowledged, when Walter Rand came 

in; that the south is indeed represented. l am already aware that 

Walter is concerned about this. It is not for me· to say where I think 

the decisions ought to be· made, al though I do play a to le in that 

process as a ~ember of the staff. On the other hand, with regard to 

~he $2~ million, there is no question in my ~ind, but the process that 

the Departrnent of Higher Education will conduct for the al location of 

those funds cannot, in my knowledge of the situation·, result in 

anything but some of those fonds going north, south, east, and west •. 

There is no question, for instance -- and I have talked to 

Senat'or Foran --. that there is an extraordinary development occu:r,ring 

in that tier north of :camc;jen. There is no question that biotechnoldgy 

arid North Jersey, while not exclusively synonymous -- 'because it d9es 

go on also in the central ·part of the State as well. as the south -- are 

synonymous. There is a great deal happening ther~, a~d it will 
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continue to happen. I cannot but imagine that the Commission 

will support them, each of them, in their appropriate levels. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Assemblyman Bocchini? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: Ed, in view of the fact that you 

mentioned the $23 million that you referred to on page nine of your 

statement, it is indicated that these funds will be applied to the 

construction and improvement of instructional laboratories, computer 

and educational facilities, and building space for technical equipment 

installations. I can't help but reflect back on the county colleges 

again, and their statement. Keep in mind what they say in relation to 

the proposed 1985 budget. They indicate: "There is an additional 

irony involved in the high technology issue and the role of county 

colleges. The fiscal 1985 budget recommends $1. 7 million in high 

technology initiatives for our sector. If each college received an 

equal share of this money, it would only total about $90 thousand each. 

"Even more to the point, what good will new computers and 

high-tech hardware do us if operational budgets are so starved that we 

are hard-pressed to provide the normal administrative, instructional, 

and physical plant support services needed to utiiize new equipment?" 

Now, I understand ~his is not your problem. 

DR. COHEN: It is my problem too. I was the first Director 

of Community Colleges in this State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: Okay. Well, fine, you can then 

empathize with me, hopefully. 

I am just wondering, Joe -- and I know you are going to 

address this, hopefully, with some amendments -- are we going to keep 

in mind the short fall we have when the community colleges implement 

potential programs, and then will not be able to come across with the 

money? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Well, obviously, the bond issue could not 

deal with current expense matters. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: I understand that. But, if we build 
. . . 

the buil~ing and put the facility there, then all of a sudden the 

presidents of the community colleges are going to say, "Well, we can't 

staff this." 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I think what we have to do here is, we 

have to spend a lot of time encouraging the Joint Appropt iaticins 

ColtimiHee to better fund the formula for the coirimiJnity colleges. I 

think this is the responsibility of all the membe~s of the Committee to 

do that. So, what I . think we have to say is, "Yes, we have to try arid 

go out there and get more money." 

What is here is important for the community colleges' tH~ 

State coiieges, and the private colleges. Obviously; the community 

cbiieges will need operating fuhds' and that wil i have to come out of 

current: expenses. 

We are also contemplating putting in, and we are going to put 

in -- we have put in -- Chapter 12 fonding for ah additional $8d 

rtd.i1.ion for com~unity colleges, Which will provide additional fonds to 
thefu~ 56, I think ~e are moving in that direction at th~ pt~sent tim~~-

At this point, I want to thank Dr. Cohen for his comments. 

We have a nutnber 'of people hete who wish to speak. i see Cotrim.issiOn~r 

Putnam here. i. know Senator Rand wants to speak, and he has to leave 

soon~ We have a· number of other individuals aiso who wish tb spekk. 
~~ h~ve Dr. Edelfuan, from UMDNJ, here also. We wiil h6pefJlly h~~~ 

from each of these people. 

I want to thank you for your comments and for your time, Dr. 
ta heh. 

DR. COHEN: Thank yo~, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMaLYMAN DORIA: I just ~ant to mentioh alsri that ~e are 

~riin~ to include in the record two sets of comments~ cirie by Asse~blym~n 

Edward Gill, who is a member of the Commission dn Science ~nd 

Techhafogy. He cbuld not be here today, but ~e made som~ shott 

cornments, which he asked me to include in the record. I will give that 

to the stenographers. 

In additioh• Senatdr Lesniak ~ave ~e sdme tdm~erits ccincerrifng 

biomolecular research. His feeling is that this is an area where there 

i~ a need for ~ome additions to the bond issue. To me; this m~y be an 

$tea where we can get the southern part of New Jersey Camden 

iilvcHved in some type of a program. We will taik with Senator Rand 

about that as we go along. 
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So, we would like. to enter these two things into the record, 

and I will just pass them over to the stenographers. 

At this time I would like to call Commissioner 

Putnam, of the Department of Commerce and Economic Development. 

Borden 

Dr. 

Putnam is Cochairman of the Governor's Commission on Science and 

Technology. Thank you, Commissioner, for stopping by. We appreciate 

your comments on the bond issue. 

CCllUSS~ON£R BORDEN R. PUTNAM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members 

of the Committee. Good afternoon. I appreciate this chance to offer 

just a brief statement in further support of the project you are 

considering. 

You have heard a lot about the intricacies of the issue, and 

most recently of some of the physical facilities. I think it might be 

useful to you if I took a step back and talked, just for a second or 

two, about "why high-tech"? Why are we talking about the bond issue, 

or any part of this big project in the first place? 

I would think the place to start would be to remind you of 

some of the very basic trends that are going on in the ecqnomy in the 

State of New Jersey, and of the mission of our Department. In revers~ 

order, our Department's mission is stated in some very flowery language 

in our statute, but it boils down to a very simple statement, a 

one-word statement, namely jobs. Everything we do over there, all day, 

everyday, is devoted to maintaining jobs in the State, attracting new 

jobs to the State, and encouraging companies to expand and create more 

jobs in the process. 

In the course of doing that, we are conversant with the 

trends that are taking place in ·the State economy, as measured in terms 

of jobs. I won't belabor this, because I think you are as familiar 

with the numbers as I am. But, I would like to say quickly that over 

the l~st 10 or 15 years, perhaps longer, the State has lost a serious 

number of manufacturing jobs. And, for a State which originally and 

traditionally has been a very heavy manufacturing State 

manufactu:ring has been very important in its economony and a very 

diversified part of its economy -- this has had a prof9und effect. 

Over the last 10 years, we have lost about 15 percent of the 
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~~~utacl~rin~ jobs th~t e*isted at the ~egiririintj bf t~e deciade~ Arid• 

that i5 percent probably bo.iis down to over $2 biii.ion worth of revenue 

that is hbt circuiating in the State as a result of losing those jobs~ 
I take.some of the point away from that st~tement by offering 

you a very optltnistic and very theerful nbEe ~ arid that is that the 

hJrnb~t dr tn~riutaeturihg jobs reached an all-Hme. iow, so far, in June 

of l~~j. The~e h~s b~en a st~ady dbwh~ard tfend, ~nd ih~t bcitlo~~d dJt 

ih j~~e of i 83. Iri the five or ~ix moriths since· then' for which we 

h~ve numbers, it has gone up. It tiasn it cjane up a mt; but 1t has 

bcittolned out' and it is climbing every month. 1 find this is a very 
' •••• 1 • t. ' . 

encouraging thihg' 'indeed. 

Offsetting that serious loss ih maf-lJfactudntj jobs -- much 
~~re i~an bff~elting it -- there ~as bee~ a big picku~ lri service jobs, 

~hci you hav~ ~eatd a lot about ~his develo~~ent ha~pehih~ naiibh~id~; 
th~y are not just in New jersey by a iong shot. The numbers are 

impressive. Fat the 100,000 or so manufacturing jobs we lost ih the 10 

ye~r period, we gained 400,000 service jobs. So, for every one 
i 

' manufacturing job that we unfortunately lost' we have' gained about four 
1.n the service part of the economy. 

this is all weil and good, but our rnissl-on, again, is to do 

What we can to find and encourage new jobs' and this leads us then to 
~tudy wh~t the economy is, ~nd what ~a~t~ of it mi~ht be pa~ti~uiarly 

§U§t~ptible to concentrated ·~tt~n~ioh. And, bh~ 6t o~t ~~jdt 

'condusibns is that the high-tech area' generaily' is a prime target. 

This is no great surprise. That is not a very profound finding. We 

could have co~e to ~hat conclusion, I ~uess, without ref~~ence to the 

bboks of statistics, sirripl y by noting what other states are doing. 
', 
And, as you well know -- as do I all states are very heavily engaged 

in ·promoting high-tech these days. This has been going on for several 

years now. Some'states have been extremely successful at it. 

·wel 1, there are some good reasons for that, ahd 'there are 
s'atrie good reasons for our wan't:ing to push ahead with this project you 

are hearing about today in order to further the riptiinistic' trend we see 

.there. For one thing, high-tech as a class -- and I iric'iude computers, 

~6lecular biology, ~edicin~, ~hd all kinds of hi~h-tech attiviti~s in 
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that -- is by far the fastest-growing part of not only the State's 

economy but also the national economy. 

In the case of New Jersey -- and again, measured in terms of 

jobs, which is always my yardstick ~- the rate of growth of high-tech 

companies in the State is about three times that of the rest of the 

economy, which is a very big difference indeed. So, if you are looking 

for new opportunities and new places where you might help to create 

jobs, certainly a growth rate -- and a very fast growth rate like 

that -- is one that captures one's attention. 

The second thing is, the State is already very heavily into 

high-tech industries. It wouid perhaps not , be so · fruitful to 

concentrate on some brand new industry in its very early stage, where 

we have no particular posture or position at this time. But, here is 

an industry that is already important in the State. Something like 

250,000 people in the State work in high-tech companies, which amounts 

to something near 10 percent of our total population. About one in ten 

are already at work ih high-tech operations. 

For another thing, about 20 percent or 25 percent of the jobs 
! 

in high-tech companies are manufacturing jobs. So, whatever we can do 

to promote those kinds of activities in the State will also come to 

deal with the major problem that we see in the rnanufacturing area. 

The third thing, which brings our attention to high-tech as a 

prime opportunity, is the fact that we seem to have in the State the 

things that high-tech companies look to, find attractive, and find 

facilitating to. their own growth. The most important of all of these 

is our network of educational facilities in this State. We have a lot 

of educational facilities. We have some very high-quality educational 

facilities. And, all of this is in a State that is not very large. It 

is not as though they are scattered all over the place. There is 

definitely an intellectual community of educational institutions in 

this State, which is one of the first things that people in the 

high-tech companies look to when they consider where to locate. 

So, for those three basic reasons, stated very quickly the 

fact that these are high-growth industries makes this is a very 

exciting, timely thing to get into at this point in time. The fact 
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ttiat we are al teady in high-tech, and have beefl for many, many years; 

and we are one of leading states in high-tech already -- we rank number 

five iri terms of out employment in high-tech -- and also the fact that 

we have a lot of things that companies in the high-tech area iike; is 

what makes this, to Lis, a very unusual opportunity fat the State to 

create and sustain riew jobs. 

The project you are immediately talking about; the bond 

i~sue~ what it will doj and what it means, is a key part of thi~. YriU 

don't get something fat nothing, obviously, and it requires, in our 
. judgment, the kinds of facilities and the kinds of commitments you are 

talking about here today, if we are going to capitalize on what we 

beiieve to be ail unusual opportunity for the State. 

I think I will stop at that point and try to answer any 

questions you may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN llJRIA: Thank you, Commissioner Putnam. I think 

you have highlighted the importance of the bond issue; and the creation 

of jobs which will strengthen the economy of New Jersey. I thirik that 

is irtjportant because when we go to the public we have to make them 

Tealize that this is the base on which we can build arid develop our 

economy much further. So, I want to thank you for your presentation; 

and also for your work on the Commission. 

Would the Committee members like to ask any. questions of 

Commissioner Putnam? (no questions) 

Thank you very much, Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER PUTNAM: Thank you very much, Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: At this poirit, I would like to call 

Senator Walter Rand and ask him to make a few comments. 

SENATOR WALTER RAND: Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, good 

afternoon. I would like to state for the record that I am happy to 

appear before my· colleagues on such an important matter. 1 w.ould alS'O 

like to clear the air, Assemblyman Doria. I am riot here to scuttle an 

$80 million bond issue. I have never operated in ·a negative fashion; 

ahd I h'ave been on this co·mmittee in the past, as Assembiywbmari Garvin 

will t~ll you. I am here to make comments in a positiv'e way, and c:ilSo 

to rationalize with this Committee about some of my concerns. 
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I must admit to you that I just got a copy of the bill. I 

just got it about one-half hour ago. It looks as though it is some 18 

or 20 pages long, and I just looked it over quick! y. So, I am not 

familiar with every detail and nuance of the bill. 

I know that I like to read over a bill of this magnitude some 

six or eight times, but I think I have a general feeling as to what is 

going on insofar as the financing picture is concerned. 

I would merely like to say that if the State is committed to 

the suhstantial sum of $80 million to encourage science and technology 

in New Jersey, then there must be a coherent and cohesive program in 

place to direct the funds, so that optimum benefits are obtained. And, 

more importantly, there has to be a clear accountability with respect 

to the expenditure of the funds and the implementation of the policies 

that were recommended by the Commission. 

Why do I say that to you? It is very simple. It is a very 

easy thing to and it is· getting easier, I must admit that -- get a 

referendum passed. But, the obligation of financing and paying the 

debts; whether they be general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, 

pay-as-you-go, deficits, or minus areas is the responsibility of this 

Legislature and subsequent legislatures. That responsibility falls 

upon your shoulders, and I don't think you should surrender that in any 

way. 

I didn't hear what was said very well when I was sitting back 

there, but I was quick to hear the comments of both Assemblywoman 

Muhler and you, Mr. Chairman, when you spoke of your concerns about the 

capital and how much it will cost. With reference to your concern 

about the cost, I would say to you that the enabling legislation which 

will go into effect after this referendum is passed, is probably more 

significant and more important than the $80 million we ask for today. 

I am sure that there are very few people here today to 

testify who are not in favor of the $80 million r~ferendum. But, the 

implementation of that $80 million is another story, left for another 

day. 

concerns. 

I just thought I would like to zero in on that, and voice my 

I have a 47-page bond issue on transportation that I am 
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working on, and I can·assute you that I will voice the same cohceths on 

that as I have voiced on this. Being a member of this Legislature, ahd 

befog ve_ry proud of that fact, 1 will not surrehder any right of the 

LegisiatLire to have accountability, to fihd out where the money is 

gdihg, what it is going for, what purpose it being used fat; and every 

other nuance regarding capital expenditure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Thank you very much; Senator. i wouid 

have to atjree wholeheartedly with your comments. There is no qUestiori 

about the fact that we as legislators have the tespdhsibil it y to rriake 

sure that the money that is appropriated through a bond issue is spent 

in a proper manner. 

Obviously, you are correct. The enabling legislation that 

follows this referendum is much more important. We wili -ali be working 

tcigether with our colleatjues in the Senate and the Assembly to 

guat~ntee that whatever is spent is spent .prope~ly, and ~ill 

effectively bring about the goals we have tried to set through this 

bond issue. 

So, obviously, we appreciate your comments~ Th_ey are · wel 1 · 

taken. I think we all have general concerns. We are aware· that your 

interests are the same as the interests of your constituents and the 

State of New Jersey, and, as such, we have to work together to try and 

provide the best possible program for all the citizens of the State. 

SENA TOR RAND: Mr. Chairman, I have no concern over the 

members of this Committee doing the right thing. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I like that. 

SENATOR RAND: I would like to· zero in oh just one other 

subject which you addressed in your opening remarks, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Right, bec~use I consider it to be a 

serious issue. 

SENATOR RAND: Thank you. And, Assemblywoman Garvin, I thank 

you for your remarks. With respect to the establishment :of science arid 

technology-oriented facilities, the keystone of the Commission's 

proposal seems to be the establishment of.Advanced Technology Ceriters. 

Very honestly, this is spelled out in the Go~ernor's State of 

the State Address. If I may quote from that address: "In the budget I 
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will present t6 you later' this month, I will ask you to provide funding 

both from the State budget and through the adoption of . the Higher 

Education Technology Bond Issue for the estaQlishment of four Centers 

for Advanced Technology -- a Center in 'Biotechnology on the ajoining 

campus of Rutgers University and the University of Medicine and 

Dentistry in Piscataway; a Center in Hazardous . and Toxic Substance 

Management in Newark, through a consortium of institutions led by the 

New Jersey Institute of Technology, including Steven's Institute of 

Technology, the University of Medicine and Dentistry, and Rutger,s 

University; a multi-disciplinary Center in Material Sciences and 

Ceramics at Rutgers University; and a multi-disciplinary Center in Food 

Technology at Cook College, Rutgers University. 

"The creation of these four centers will not only thrust New 

Jersey into a national leadership role in each of these research areas, 

it will serve as a key stimulus for the creation of job.s in areas of 

. emerging growth." 

I want to you to know, Mr. Chairman and members of . this 

Committee, that I detract nothing from those statements. I would agree 

with every c6mment about every one of those facilities of higher 

education. But, there seems to be an omission: Part of the State, 

was, inadvertent! y I suppose, omitted. So, I would say that the 

proposal lacks flexibility. While the four areas selected may be 

worthy candidates in 1984, there may be very different needs in 20 

years, and what we have done is to effectively cut off one part of the 

State. 

I was very happy to hear my good friend, Dr. Cohen, who spoke 

about $23 mil lion being left in reserve for east, west, north, and 

south, for grants -- or what have you. I must be very honest with you, 

that does not satisfy us, Mr. Chairman, and members of this Committee. 

I have some written material with me that I would like to 

distribute to the members of the Cammi ttee. l didn't come here today 

all of a sudden. This has been on my mind for so~e two months, and I 

have worked on this material during that time. (whereupon Senator Rand 

distributes written material ·to the Committee) 
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My concerns are great, but I must admit to you that between 

the Joint Appropriations Committee and my own Committee, plus some of 

the obligations I had, this precluded me . from immediately writirig to 

the Governor. But, on March 7, I did write to the Governor, voicing my 

concerns. And, they were based on three fundamental i~sues. I woh't 

bother reading this, because it is right in front of you. But, 

needless to say, I asked the Governor to support advanced technology. in 

the $outhern area of the State. 

I pointed out my reason ·for this in attachment one. aut., I 

also point out to you three other fundamental reasons. We have an area 

-- and I would like you to read the letter from RCA -- that probably 

has the greatest amount of engineers . in the communication and data 

field in the entire State, and maybe -- and I say maybe because I can't 

be sure -- in the entire country. RCA has, today; approximate! y 2, 90Q 

engineers, and they intend to double that force in the next five years 

and add an additional 3,000. That information comes directly from that 

company. They are engaged in some of the. most sophisticated . and 

highly-technical .communications and defense programs that this country 

has ever undertaken. 

We have an institute, which is known as the Institute of 

Medical Research, and I zero in on that because they are probably one 

of the world's outstanding research' centers in the field of cancer 

research. They deal in tt";le area of microbiology, molecular biology, 

chemistry, environmental carcinogens, aging, and the field of 

genetics. I don't have to tell you -- and I just handed you this 

that their field of accomplishment has received world recognitiono 

I asked the RCA people why the corridor from Philadelphia 

down, and up as far as Hightstown, is so important, and they said to me 

that on any given eve~ing 30 percent of their highly-technical 

personnel are involved in research, reading the .latest technical data 

available to them in the libraries stretching from Drexel University to 

the University of Pennsylvania, to Rutgers, Camden, to Camden Community 

College, and down to Glassboro. Therein i,s a. field ~Y itself that we 

can draw on, and we can at least tell you that we have an area that is 

worthwhile exploring. 
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There is a third field, and that is in Pomona, where the FAA 

has a ~echnical aviation center which is one of the putstanding 

technical aviation centers in the eastern part of the country. 

·What I am trying to say, Mr. Chairman, is I don't think 

anybody should spell out to the Legislature where these centers should 

be. You have been in the Assembly for quite a while, and certainly 

Assemblywoman Garvin and Assemblyman Bocchini have also been in the 

Assembly for quite a while. What we have done in the past, and what is 

becoming more and ·more prominent is, we line-item things because the 

Legislature is zealous of its prerogative to see where that money is 

going. 

Now, 1 don't suggest that you line-i tern everything or every 

project, but I think it becomes incumbent on us, so that 

geographically, politically, and morally, none of the great parts of 

this State are neglected. 

So, I would say that I think the Commission on Technology has 

certain! y recommended many, many good things, and the recommendations 

they made are good. But, they should not be held up as sacrosanct, nor . 

as the only know{edgeable group. I would suggest to you one more 

thing: maybe you ought to make this a proposal for $100 million, 

rather than $80 million. Therein, you can address the needs of South 

Jersey without interfering with, or without eroding the possibility of 

having the four Centers in the north. And, I don't like to use the 

word "north" in the geographical sense, but I use it. Maybe that would 

suffice, because if you are going to bear the responsibility of pushing 

this bond issue, you are going to bear the responsibility of paying for 

it. 

There is in your hands, Mr. Chairman, and ladies and 

gentlemen of this Committee, the responsibility to fund; and, the 

responsibility to fund i~ the responsibility to pay. If you are 

willing to pay $80 million, maybe in your deliberations -- and this may 

be the answer that we seek -- the answer is to raise that bond issue to 

$100 million and put the placing of those Centers plus all the other 

responsibilities and accountability factors -- in your hands. 
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I certainly thank you very much for hearing me out. If it is 
a fact that I am over-zealous when it comes to the south, you bet your 

sweet life I am. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I wonder why? 

SENATOR RAND: I make no bones about that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR I A: Thank you very much, Senator Rand. I 

think your recommendations have a lot of merit to them, and I think the 

Committee will review them seriously. I ·think your suggestion 

concerning the cdntrib~tion made by the IMR Center, arid its backgrbuhd 

in biomolecular science, ties into some of the recommendations that 

Senator Lesniak made in the area of biomolecular science. Possibly, we 

can join together in that area and come up with some type of a center 

that would be of value to South Jersey, whiie at the same time 

petto~ming important and valuable research in this State. 

So, these are things we can look at. We will be happy to get 

your input on this, and we will be calling dri you again. 

SENATOR RAND: Mr. lX>ria, 1 thank you for your comments. i 
know you have reassured ~e about this issue previous to this meeting~ 

So, I thank you again, and I thank the members of this Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you, Senator. 

At this point, I would like to cali Dr. Ncirmah H. Edeiman; 

Assistant Dean of Research,. and Professor of Medicine and Physiology at 

.LIMDNJ, Rutgers Medical School. 

DR.. NDRMAN Ho EDELMAN: Thank you very much. I wiil try and be 

brief. I am here representing the University of Medicine and Dentistry 

of New Jersey. The major interest of this University in the 

legislation before you relates to the· Biotechnology Center, Which is 

proposed . for the Piscataway Campus of the University; and Rutgers 

University. 

I would like to spend just a few minutes telling you why we 

feel this is an important endeavor. First, I would like to merit.ion 

what I think biotechnology or new biology -- which is really a 

bigger and broader term, is all about. It is really analogous to what 

has ·happened in the physical. sciences in the last two generations. 
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In the. last two generations most of our technology has been 

in the physical sciences, and the results have been~ extraordinary. We 

have gone to the moon. We have developed computers which have entirely 

modified the way we live. 

We believe, and I think most people in science now believe, 

that in the next generation or two, the major advances in science and 

technology wil 1 be in biology. And, the scope of what we will do is 

truly extraordinary. We will, undoubtedly, understand and cure many 

diseases which we consider incurable. We will probably generate 

enormously plentiful and inexpensive new sources of food, and we may 

even learn how to teach bacteria to turn garbage into gasoline. These 

are all projects that are being worked on, and there are many more that 

we haven't even thought of. 

The only issue is, how long will it take to get these things 

done, and, more important to this proceeding, where it will get done? 

The second point I would like to make is that biotechnology 

or the new biology -- is a large endeavor. It can no longer be done 

in small laboratories scattered around the country, or scattered around 

the world. If we are to find the gene that causes and therefore cures 

cancer, the gene that allows us to grow wheat and corn more cheaply, we 

will need molecular-geneticists, molecular-biologists, and 

immunologists ~- all working together in the same facility, using 

expensive equipment that is hard to maintain. 

The basic concept is critical mass. This rian't be done in a 

first-rate way on a small scale. We believe that what we are 

requesting for the Center for Biotechnology is an absolute minimum. 

And, I urge you strongly in your deliberations, becau~e I know it will 

come up, not to dilute that effort. Do not think that a war ld-class · 

Center. for Biotechnology can be done for less than the $40 million we 

have proposed. 

My third point is that biotechnology is highly competitive. 

Almost every week, I hear about a university that is developing a 

biotechnology thrust. The last one was Columbia University, and I 

think the amount of money they suggested they needed was $200 million. 

That is for a single university. 
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Almost every month, another state is announcing· a thrust in 

technology and biotechnology. It is clear that we are in an intense 

co'mpetitian with other universities arid other states. It is also clear 

to us that those states arid universities that do not choose to compete 

will simply have to give up the field. 

So, I urge you, in your deliberations, not to vacillate. I 

think the time to do this is now. I believe biotechnology will be good 

tar busine~s. I won't bother you with the defense of that, because you 

hive jLl~t heard Commi~sioner Putham defend it. Specifically, the kind 

of Center we envision will be good for small business. It will provide 

the resources, both intellectual and technological, to back up the 

$mall-venture, capital-type industry that develops around technological 

endeavors. The examples of those, as you know, are .Silicon Valley and 

Route 128 in Boston. 

The fifth point is a somewhat more subtle point, anq perhaps 

I shouldn't even raise it. A recent survey I read .... -. it just came 

:across my desk this morning ....... about high technology ,industry that had 

choseri to relocate, asked these people what factors: they considered 

when they relocated. They were th~ usual ones. There was 

transportation, and the availability of trained personnel; but, one 

which was a little unusual was the image of the area they relocated 

to. High-technolo~ic people, scientists, academicians, industry-based 

people care about the image of' where they relocate. I suggest to you 

th~t it is important that by this endeavor we make a statement to the 

academic and business community that this State is willing to support, 

· arid wi lliilg to invest in, excellence in t~chnology in general, and in 

biotechnology in particular~ Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you. Are there any questions or 

ct>mments from the Committee? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Assemblywoman Garvin. 

ASStMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I have two comments. The first one 

has to do with why we ate specifying the Piscataway Campus and not 

dealing with UMDNJ in Newark. Could you respond to that?· 
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DR. EDELMAN: Yes. And, I thank you for asking the 

question. We believe -- as I hope I pointed out -- that. in order to do 

this right, to bring in the highly-visible, highly-successful 

scientists, to put in the various different kinds of science that work 

together to make a successful endeavor in biotechnology, we need a 

center of critical mass, and that is the core facility we are 

proposing. We believe we can only propose one of those, and we believe 

the one we are proposing is the smallest we can possibly do and do 

well. 

The reason the Piscataway Campus was chosen is that when you 

put together the faculty of UMDNJ 1 Piscataway, and Rutgers University, 

there is a large group of people who are already doing excellent work 

in biotechno 1 ogy and new biology. So; the base is there to a much 

greater extent than the base in Newark or Camden. 

Now, our proposal, which we presented a while back, also 

invokes a network concept -- that is, in addition to the physical 

center, ~here will be collaborating laboratories that are supported by 

the centt~r, and these will be laboratories throughout the State. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: Doctor, I think I have read about the 

network, and I couldn't put together which component was involved. No 

one has talked about it this morning. I think we will have to consider 

the use of that point. I don't know who talked about it. I know it 

wasn't the Governor, because my next question was, I don't want to 

tamper with the core, as I have said before. But, I also don't want to 

leave the fine institutions in Newark out of this new high-tech 

process. I would want them included in some way. I will leave it up 

to the experts. I am not saying I am against the core. But, I guess I 

am against anything that would isolate us. 

Whoever did that survey that included the image of the area 

where they locate I really would take them on for that. I would 

want a network where the Newark component of UMDNJ has some 

involvement. If that is so, I accept your answer. If that is not so, 

I would deal with it in the amendment process. 

DR. EDELMAN: Well, to answer your question,. and perhaps 

expand on it, the network concept implies collaboration and support of 
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laboratories throughout the State. As we wtote the proposal, we did 

npt i~~htify specific areas of the State, but clearly it is in there 

becaus~ w~ recognized the need to include people, other than in Cential 

Ne~ J~rsey. So, I think the answer is, yes, we mean to include Newark. 

Let me say again, with all due respect, $80 million is not a 

lot of money. This is a ba~e-bones proposal to get this thing going. 

The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey h~s, _as yqµ 

know, a major commitment to Newark, which includes hig~ technology. 

And, in fact, our first major thrust in high technology -:--:- the cancer 

center -- is there. So, this university is certainly not_going to be 

neglected with regard to high technology or anything else. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I think I would support my colleague~ 

Senator Rand, in that I don't· want ~o take anything away from this. I 

mean, I really support it. But, if it is riecessary to add to th~ 

dollar amount so that we can do justice to other parts of the State, 

that again will be something the Cmpmittee will have to .discuss at its. 

work session. 

Thank you, Doctor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Are there any other questions? 

Okay. Thank you very much, Dr. Edelman. 

I just want to -·paint out again that obviously the thrust here 

is that all these programs will hopefully create job~. 

We are now going to have a repres·entati ve from the 

independent colleges and the community colleges. People wilt be 

trained in these colleges to work in the high-tech area, with 
technicians and professionals, and we will begin tq see the development 

of jobs for people who need gainful employment. 

At this point, I would like to call former Assemblyman·R9bert 

Janis;Zewski, who represents the Association of Independent Colleges an9 

Universities. I just want to take this opportunity to thank Bob for 

~oming, to congratulate him on his new posi~iori, and to say we are very 

happy that the first formal presentation he is making . in hi~ new 

position is before our Committee. So, we just want to · voice our 

.appreciation and let you know how we feel, Bob. 
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RUBERT C. JANISZEWSKI: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I 

appreciate· that. I· think it is pretty obvious that I feel. very 

comfortable in these chambers. Per,hap$ I would be a little bit more 

comfortable on that side of the table. (laughter) It · is my first 

experience on this side of the table, but the position I now occupy as 

Vice President of the Association of Independent · Colleges and 

Universities in New.Jersey is one which presents a challenge to me, and 

one that .·fits my background very well. It is one that· I am very 

excited ·about. This is my first bpportunity to appear before a 

legislative body on. behalf. of the Association to give testimony on an 

issue · which, of course, is of /great importance, not only to the 

independent col leqes but to the entire higher education community as 

we 11. 

.. Perhaps I might start by saying that each of you has a 

statement? and I will speak in close conjunction with that statement. 

It represents the position the Association of Independent Colleges has 

taken. 

But, let me -- just by way of introduction -- say that I am 

not here 'to simply say "me too" on behalf of the independent colleges. 

I am not here to attempt, in any way, shape, or form, to artificially 

infl~te a.bbnd issue. I recognize, having been a member of this body, 

that in t~e final . analysis, even if I were to succeed in doing that 

subsequent appropriations of dollars would need to be spent in a 

finely-tuned manne.r ~- not only at this point, but at subsequent 

points. 

I am also not here to submit a "wish list," but rather to · 

represent/ a concern. We support the bond issue, but there ·are some 

concerns .~hat the independent sector has expressed, and I want to thank 

the Chairman and the Committee for the opportunity to voice them here 

tbday. 

If we go back to the basic premise of the Governor's 

Commission. on Science and Technology, I think we will find what we are 

all here :trying to accomplish today, and that is -- and I quote the 

Commission's Report~ "To devise a long-range plan of technological 

development . strategy that builds on New Jersey's industrial and 
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academic strengths." And' isn't that exact! y what the Chancel Ior spoke 

to~ in terms of the academic strengths and opportu.nities that; 'e)i{~~t in 

the State of New Jersey? 

Commissioner Putnam spoke to the jobs aspect as well, and its 

connection with the industrial sector of our econoiny. But, we in the 

independent sector of higher education believe that our colleges and 

unlversities represent one of bur Stateis major academic strengths, and 

thai £his streritjth ~ust be utilized fully if the goais of th~ 

C6~missioh's Report, ~s ~mbiticiLis as they ~re, are to be te~liied arid 

~ccortipiished. 

I would· like to cite, ,by way of example, two .lndependent 

institutions that will participate directly in the set-aside for 

science and technological centers: Stevens Institute of Technoiogy and 

Princeton University. Both wili be participants under tliat 

~eco~mend~tlon, and they wili share in, to some degte~, t~e $57 iliilii~h 
set-aside in the bond issue for Science and lechnologl.cai Centers~ 

However, both Stevens, Princeton, and the other 14 independent colleges 

~hd universities in New Jersey actually nee~ more arid, in our view of 

cburse, deserve more. 

t~e inde~endent colleges, both individ~~liy ~hd a~ a sec~bt~ 

h~ve a iong record of ·achievement in the fields of science, techriofotjy~ 

~nd endiheerintj. Two examples are cited in here to ~Up~ott that, ~rid I 

won't repeat them. 

But, to point something out, not so 'much for the Committee 

but for the record and for others present in the room -- and for those 

who will be reading our re·cord as well -- during the last academic 

year; the 16 independent institutions of high~~ ed~~~tioh in New jer~~y 
enrolled a total of 6·0,000, plus, students' most of whom, of course, 

are residents of our State. at all the baccal~ui~~te degrees ~w~rded 

in i 982 iri New Jersey, over 30 percent were awarded by t"he independent 

sector. We granted 44 percent of all masters degrees, and 34 percent 

of doctoral and first professional degrees. 

Most relevant to this particular piece of legislation and to 

the area of science and technology are the contributions which the 

l.ndependent sector has already given to the area·s of scie'nce arid 
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technology. At the undergraduate level, 30 percent of the B.A. degrees 

in New Jersey in engineering, mathematics, and physical science were 

awarded by our schools. And, at the graduate level, the numbers are 
even more impressive. Fully 80 percent of computer science degrees, 49 

percent of all engineering degrees, and two-thirds of the degrees in 

the physical sciences were granted by the independent colleges and 

universities of the State of New Jersey. We have truly been on the 

cutting edge of science and technology in this State. 

To follow up on Commissioner Putnam's statement, as· a sector 

the independent colleges are the tenth largest employer of individuals 

in the State of New Jersey, and we wear that badge rather proudly. We 

have helped to build that foundation of science and technology, and we 

hope to play an integral part in the future of technological 
development in New Jersey. 

I would like to drop to the bot tom of the page just to 

amplify a bit on the last para.graph which appears there. It says that 

the independent sector alone could easily exceed $20 million in 

expenditure for the purposes of science and technology. How does that 

compare with what is presently contained within the bill on which this 

hearing is being held? 

If you subtract the $57 million set aside from the $80 

million, that leaves a balance of $23 million not for the 

independent colleges, of course, but to be split, in a fashion, between 

the independent colleges, the community colleges, and the State 

colleges. We think that number is altogether too . small for the 

independent colleges, for the county colleges -- who you will hear from 

-- and, in all l.ikelihood for the State colleges as well. We think 

this bond issue represents an opportunity which is a very rare one 

for the State of New Jersey -- to take a quantum· leap forward to 

maintain our cutting edge. But, in order to do that, in our opinion, 

we have to be courageous; we ought not to be shortsighted; and, we 

ought to be fully committed. And, that may take some commitment on 

behalf of this Committee; commitment on behalf of the Joint 

Appropriations Committee, and your counterpart in the Senate as well. 
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By carefully judging all of the testimony you have received, 

and that which you wi 11 sti 11 receive as the process winds its way 

th:rough the Legislature, and with an eye ·not toward "How can we shave 

it down?" or, "How can we reallocate?" but, rather, "How can we do the 

~ob that is necessary and how much money will that take?" -- as opposed 

to, "How "1uch money ~ight we be able to conv..in~e the public to adopt?" 

p~rh~ps within that parameter, we can shape a ·future for ·the State 

of N~w Jersey. 

I would r~ther see this Committee, on behalf of the sector I 

rep~esent, judge tha larger picture, and theni when finally concluding 

wnat is necessary to do, determine the cost in th~t fastiion, and have 

the courage -- along with the help of many of us in the highet 

education field -- to convince the public of the rightness of our 

d~cisions, and the impact it will have on their future. 

As a consequence, we would like to request that the Committee 

re1ise the amount of funds going to the co~nty coUeg(3s, the State 

college~, and the independent colleges by qt least $10 million, to a 

total of $33 million. 

Secondly, we respectfully request that qur ~hare of that ! 

increased amount be approx..imately $14 million, as is indicate~ in my 

written statement. 

We believe that this amount of State support, coupled with 

the matching funds, as required, will provide a meaningful foundation 

for the future development of science and technology within the State 

of New Jersey, in partnership with all sectors, including the 

independent colleges of this State. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your welcome, and yo~ .. ff 

patience. I appreciate the opportunity to speak befor~ you today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you very much for your · comments. 

Are there· a_ny questions or comments from the Cammi t tee members? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No, but I would . just like to publicly 

say, "Good luck to you." If you do as well on that side of the table 

as yo_u did on this side of the table, then the independent colleges 

will be lucky. 
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MR. JANISZEWSKI: Mildred, thank you very much. I appreciate 

your support and your advice. Best wishes to you and the Committee, as 

well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I would just li,ke to say that we will 

definitely take your testimony into consideration. I think the idea of 

raising the amount that would be allocated to the three institutions -

county colleges, State colleges, . and independent colleges -- deserves a 

great deal of consideration. The Committee will take that into 

consideration when we consider amendments to the bill, so I want to 

thank.you. 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: Mr. Chairman, if I might ask a question, 

the Committee, as I understand it, is holding the public hearing today, 

but no action will 'be taken formally on the bill. I assume the sectors 

will be notified, as well as the Department, when the Committee meeting 

comes about and when action will be taken. As Chairman, do you have 

any idea when that will occur? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: I am going to poll the members of the 

Committee to determine what day will be good, but we hope to have a 

meeting before we come back into session, which will be April 30. We 

wi 11 come up with a date sometime in April which will be mutually 

acceptable to the members of the Committee. We will obviously notify 

all interested parties. The bulk of that meeting will be spent in 

amending this bill and taking .into consideration any further comments 

or questions. Basicially, we will be amending the bill, but we will 

definitely contact you before April 30. 

MR. JANISZEWSKI: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: You're welcome. The next witness is Dr. 

Robert Barringer, President of Brookdale Community College. 

DR. ROBERT BARRINGER: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, it is 

always a pleasure to address this Committee. I had the pleasure of 

addressing you last year, and it is always nice to be with you. 

I don't speak just as President of Brookdale Community 

College; I also speak on behalf of the Council of County Colleges, 

which as you know, consists of 19 colleges. In this case, there is no 

jurisdictional problem because we' re spread throughout the State, and 

we represent all sectors of the great State of New Jersey. 
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We certainly are pleased to support and applaud the 

Commission's recommendation with regard to the bond. issue. We 

obviously would support Mr. Janiszewski's recommendation with regard to 

increasing the $23 million. 

This Committee is extremely familiar with the issues involved 

here, and I'm certainly not going to sit and read this paper to you.· 

ASS EM BL YMAN DOR I A: We wi 11 include it in the re co rd , in 

addition to your comments. 

DR. BARRINGER: I don't think it is necessary for me to 

repeat all of this, because we've said a number of these things 

before. As I said, last year we supported your bond issue, and we' re 

here again in support of this particular bond issue. 

I would just like to reiterate a couple of things. What 

we're trying to do, as the community college sector, is to give this 

State a balance. The success in the development of high technology and 

industrial development in other states -- and I have the. experience in 

those states, particularly the Sunbelt states -- has been. that they 

have developed a balanced program of effort. The. community colleges 

have been a major part of that effort, because we know that most of the 

employees are not going to be engineers, as important as that is, and: 

as important as advanced research is. Most of the people who are 

employed in high technology or in industrial development in this State 

will not be graduate or professional engineers. They will bci 

technicians, and that is what we are talking about here. We're talking 

about technicians -- the entry-level and mid-level technicians. We 

don't import them; we don't bring. them from Cal-Tech; we don't bring 

them from Stanford; and we don't bring them from M.I.T. Our 

technicians are right here, and the responsibility for that rests 

heavily on the shoulders of the community colleges. We want this 

Committee to know that we are already in the business, as I think you 

know, and that we are very committed. 

We now have 240 programs collectively, which are sp~ead 

throughout engineering, computer science, business, allied health, and 

natural sciences. . Last year we ·graduated over 6,00H people with. 

Associate in Applied Science deg~ee·s. That is .a technology degree. 

Many of those people are in a high-technology area. 
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We have programs that you are familiar with in Data 

Processjng, Computer Programming, Instrumentation, Computer Repair, 

Computer Aided Drafting and Design, Robotics, Fiber Optics, 

Telecommunications, Micrographics, and Word Processing. These programs 

are spread throughout our colleges around the State. We, as well, 

try to support some of the other technologies in the other fields of 

health, business, and medical occupations. 

We don't feel this State can meet the challenge which is 

before you -- this Legislature in this State -- unless community 

colleges are a part of that. We' re telling you that we want to be a 

part of that. What we need are the· resources to do it. We certainly 

have the will and the inclination to do it. There are many examples 

whi9h I could give you. There are some from my institution simply 

because I happen to be familiar with them. 

An example from Camden County College is the CAD-CAM system. 

There has been a sizeable commitment made by all of our colleges -

Mercer, Essex, Brookdale, and Camden -- across the State. There have 

been sizeable commitments already made in this area, and what we lack 

now is the ability to expand, because the demand is there. 

Last week a representative came down from General Motors and 

told us and our automotive technician group that unless we made some 

dramatic changes, we would be out of business -- that the car is no 

longer a mechanical device; it is an electronic device. We've got to 

make that adjustment or get out of the business of training automotive 

technicians.,, That is just one example, and all of this is cited in my 
paper. 

We do, again, support the Governor's- Commission in terms of 

the research centers. We also want to remind this group that we don't 

live by research al one. Our ability to carry out the implications of 

that research is our business. Our business is to develop and train an 

educated citizenry which can take these jobs and move with them. 

'In closing, we would like to support that, and we would like 

_to raise several questions for this Committee to consider. 

rirst of all, we don't understand why Sections 4 and 5 of the 

legislation divide the administrative functions of thi$ Act between the 
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Commission of Science and Technology and the Board of Higher 

Education. There is that division, and we just raise that question. 

The Commission is given the authority under this bill to establish and 

construct a network of advanced technology cente~s, whereas the Board 

of Higher Education is given the authority to supervise the 

construction and improvem~nt of technical and engin~ering-related 

facilities and equipment at the State's public and private 

institutions. 

necessary. 

We just wonder why that separation of functions is 

In addition, although we understand the intent of the 

language was to be placed on the ballot, it is not at all clear that 

$23 million of the $80 million, as provided in the Commission'$ report, 

is to be used for construction and improvement of the techrical and 

. engineeting-related facilitie$ and equipment at the State~s public and 

private institutions. We would like more specificity with regard to 

that particular amount, or an increased amount, as Mr. Janiszewski has 

suggested. 

Finally, I want to reiterate again out support of the $80 

·mil lion bond issue. ' We think it is imperative that the legislation 

p&sS and . the bond issue pass. We pledge our support, if it gets 

through the Legislature, by working in our own community to tty to get 

its support. We feel it will make a gigantic step in bringing this 

Stat~ in line with regard to a wise investment which will hcwe an 

immediate payoff for the future of the State. 

Thank you, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank· you very much, Dr: Barringer. I 

want to thank.you for your recommendation, which we will obviously take 

into consideration -- that the amount of the three other sectors be 

increased. 

I think your concern about the way th~.question is worded on 

the ballot is a good one. It is realistic in the sense that people 

will know the money will be going not only to technology centers, but 

to the other institutions, whether they be community colleges, State 

colleges, or independent colleges. We will have to try to work - up 

someth .. ing which wil 1 do that, while at the same time, not losing the 
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flavor and being too long-winded so that people lose themselves in the 

verbiage. We'll work on that. 

Regarding the questions of the differenti~tion; the dichotomy 

between sensors being under the jurisdiction of the Science and 

·Technology Commission, and the remaining programs being under the 

jurisdiction of the~Board of Higher Education, the recommendations of 

the Governor's Commission fa that they will basically be a successor 

group to the Governor's tommission. The Governor and the Commissioner 

felt this would be necessary to maintain some independence which would 

allow for greater flexibility and the achievement of financial goals 

for U:'e future. I think that is to· attract more money from foundations 

and other organizations in the development process. I don't know if it 

is totally necessary, but it is a recommendation which was made by the 

Commission, and I think we have to take it seriously. That, as I see 

it, is one of the reasons for the dichotomy. 

Are there any other questions or comments from any of the 

Committee members? (no response) Okay, thank you very much. Next we 

have Arlene Gilbert representing the New Jersey Institute of 

Technology. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: Joe, I can't stay any longer. I've 

got a partner in trial, so· I 've got to leave. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We would like to thank Assemblyman 

Bocchini for his time. We appreciate his being here. We' 11 let you 

know about the date in April. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BOCCHINI: I'd like to point out that I'm going 

to be away from Aprii 13 through Good Friday. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: April 13, if I remember correctly, is the 

week before Good Friday. Passover is also during that week, so I don't 

think we would have any meetings during that week. 

Okay, next is Ms. Gilbert, who is Vice President of 

Development at N.J.I.T. Is this your statement? 

ARLENE M. GILBERT: Yes, that statement is written testimony which was 

prepared by Dr. Fenster. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: We'll include it in the record. 

MS. GILBERT: I would like you to include it in the record. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Fenster could not be here today. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: Okay, we' 11 · include the testimony from 

·Dr. Fenster in the record. Do you want to make some comments? 

MS. GILBf::RT: Yes, I just want to highlight some of the 

testimony, and of course, I'm here. to answer some questions for the 

Institute. 

The Report of the Governor's Commission on Science and 

Technology and the bond authorization bill in support of the 

Commission's recommendations really represent a watershed for New 

Jersey. I think it allows us to hold our heads up among the leading 

states in the nation educationally, just as we do technologically. It 

· hasn't been mentioned here today, and perhaps it was mentioned at the 

Commission hearings, but New Jersey represents 10% of all the R&D 

dollars spent in the United States by industry. I'm very pleased to 

see that the State itself is beginning to spend that kind of money also 

in support of this. 

The proposed program I will speak about is the Advanced 

Technology Center in Hazardous and Toxic Waste Management. One of the 

things it will do ·is, it will foster important academic/industrial 

cooperation. It will present a message to the nation and the war ld 

that New Jersey has set upon a bold course of economic development. 

W~ at NJIT are especially pleased to have been designated as 

the leader of this research and public policy consortium. The building 

that we have been talking abou't is located on the NJIT campus in very 

close proximity to UMDNJ on our southern b0rder. The consortium 

includes Stevens Institute. of Technology, the University of Medicine 

and Dentistry, Rutgers, Princeton, and of course, .NJI T. 

The project is timely. According to the ~esults of a recent 

Star-Ledger /Eagleton poll, New Jersey's citizens are "mote concerned 

about the threat of toxic wastes in their environment than they are 

about the bread-and-butter issues such as unemployment and inflation." 

What we are proposing is not a hazardous and toxic waste 

disposal plant. Rather, the proposed center will conduct research both 

to determine how to clean up existing toxic waste sites and to identify 

and manage future hazardous substance problems. 

NJI T's work in this area is predicated opon three 

initiatives: 
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1. The Institute for Hazardous and Toxic Waste Management 

was established officially by the Board of Trustees of NJIT on 

September 11, 1981. It was formed to bring the Environmental 

Engineering graduate programs and the research activities of the 

En.v ironmental Instrumentation and Systems Laboratory, the Air 

Monitoring Laboratory, the Water Monitoring Laboratory, ~nd the Center 

for Environmental Law and Technology under one executive director. 

These direct the academic activities of the graduate 

Environmental Engineering programs. They coordinate the research 

activities to address problems related to hazardous and toxic waste, 

and they establish an information and public service center to 

disseminate to the public and private sectors the results of this 

activity. 

2. The Nationai Science Foundation has sponsored a 

Cooperative Research Center, which was begun by a planning grant in 

1983. It was designed to foster long-term academic/industrial 

cooperation with companies ranging up to 30, which provide financial 

support for industrially r~levant research. 

Other NSF ceniers are located at such major universities as 

MIT, Rensellaer Polytechnic Institute, and Georgia Institute of 

Technology. New Jersey is, in fact, the only State with two such 

centers, the other one being Rutgers University's Ceramics Research 

Center. 

3. An Advanced Technology Center in Toxic and Hazardous 

Substance Management has been proposed by the Governor's Commission on 

Science and Technology. We see the confluence of three centets and an 

extensive amount of research at five universities, converging and 

supported by a rather modest allocation for a building in the City of. 

Newark. 

Out of these three separate, but complementary initiatives, 

ha~ come a research center, which is unique in that it represents the 

combined efforts of the Federal government, the State govern~ent, 

private industry, and the universities. A description of the 

organization and management structure of the center, ex~mples of 

possible research projects, and a prospectus on the proposed funding 

are included in the testimony distributed to the Committee. 
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I am going to stop at this point. You have most of 

the material before you, so "I would like to ask if there are any 

questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Are there any questions from the 

Committee members? Assemblywoman Garvin? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Assemblywoman Muhler? 

ASS~MBLYWOMAN MUHLER: No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I want to thank you. We consider it 

impqrtant that the Center is going to be working with hazardous waste. 

Hazardous waste is a problem in northern New Jersey, especially around 

Newark, the Essex/Hudson County area. It is one that we are concerned 

with. I think NJIT working wit.h Stevens, UMDNJ, and Rutgers can do a 

very good job. We thank you. 

At this time, I would like to call Donald Edwards, Vic.e 

President of Rutgers University. 

DQNALP B. ffiWARDS: . Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank 

you. I'll oe submitting a written statement next week. What I thought 

I would do in view of the hour--

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: (interrupting) Okay, make sure you get 

it to Kathy, because these minutes are_ going to be transcribed 

immediately. They have to b~ ready by April 30. 

MR. EDWARDS: Fine. In view of the hour, what I thought I 

would do is simply to comment on two issues that hav.e been raised 

here. · lhere is very little I can do to add to the general arguments 

for the bond issue that you have heard at length already. 

First, with regard to the questions raised about.Newark and 

Camden; I want to assure. Assemblywoman Garv in and Senator Rand that 

we' re very conscious of the need to include those campuses in our 

work.· Before the Governor's Commission was established, President 

Blaustein appointed a Rutger's Faculty Committee on Relations with 

Business and High Technology, and that Committee included faculty both 

f~om Newark and Camden. As Dr. Edelman suggesteq, the networking 

concept in biotechnology is one that will be used wherever it is 
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appropriate in all the activities we undertake. We have a large, 

talented, and di versed faculty on all three campuses, and wherever 

there are people who can take good advantage of the opportunities to 

use the research· facilities -- wherever those are located -- we will 

certainly involve them in that. In fact, that is already taking place 

in a number of areas. 

With regard to the question of the size of the bond iss!-Je, 

and in answer to the question of, "Are there areas that have been 

over looked or areas which could be developed but are not included?" -

obviously the answer to that is "yes." The Commission had to make some 

very difficult choices about priorities, and they had to make some very 

difficult decisions about which areas to tackle first. There are many 

areas which have yet to be explored, and indeed, the bond issue 

recommendation from the Commission sets aside a specific amount of 

money for what they cal 1 "future fields," in recognition of the fact 

that there are other areas which we are still defining, exploring and 

studying -- areas which the State needs to be ready to move into. 

One of the areas that we are concerned about is the 

application of biomolecular research to agriculture in the environment, 

an area where the Commission did not feel it was prepared.to address. 

Of course, there are other areas, and indeed, there is no 

question in our minds that the other sectors of the higher education 

community could mak~ good use of additional funds. The role of the 

county co lieges, the independent institutions, and the State colleges 

is a significant one in all of this process, and it is one that 

President Blaustein, along with Assemblyman Doria, championed within 

the Commission. So, we fully recognize that. 

The question of how large the bond· issue ought to be is a 

question that obviously the Legislature and the Gover~or will have to 

answer. There may be other ways to finance some of the additional 

needs beyond a bond issue that we could explore and address within the 

next several months. Certainly, those are areas which we are 

!>ymphaU1etic lo. 
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I wpulq only say that we should ap remember the principles . 

the Corrunission was operati~g under and the reason t~ey are important. 

As sq~eon~ els~ mentioned, there are many other states involved in this 

same ·effort. At our last count, there were 37 State Commissions on 

High Technology of one sort or another, and we are in national 

co~pet~tion. There is no point in spenqing money in a.ny area where we 

ca~~pt compete nationally. It is important that we subject everything 

we do to the ~ame kind of searching judgment that the Commission used 

in its peer-review process. We co~ld waste ~oney if we don't spend if 

very wi$ely in areas where New Jersey can be a national leader. 

I think the recommendations of the Commission clearly 

identify ar~as where we can achieve national· leadership. I also 

believe there are many other areas, as well. 

The only comment I would make about the text of the bill 

itself is to urge you to look at the ballot language, particularly with 

reference to economic development. Certainly the Commission's. report 

· and. its findings, whidh are cited in the bill, make clear that economic 

~.~velo_pment· is the objective of thiS bi 11. BtJt, e1s you well know'· 

~,espi ~e the best ef fo-rts we al 1 make· to educate the citizep~ a_bou.t the 

purp«:Jse of the bond issue between now and November, many voters wi 11 

nqt ~now anything about this bond issue . u_ntil they walk into tti,e 

po~ling pl ace, pull th.e curtain, a.nd read what is on the ballot. So, I 

think it is terribly impotta~t that the ballot language -- and I know 

th~ necessity to keep it very brief explain that economic 

.dev~lopment and job production is the objective of this expenditure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: 1 thi~k one of the things we will do !s 

to add the words "Job Science and Technology Bond Isst;.ie." 

w~y the bond issue was originally-- The other bond issue 

"Jobs and Technology Bond Issue." We' 11 leave ,the "Sc~ence" 

we' 11 add the "Jobs," beca.use it is meant to produce job~.· 

That is 

I had 

there_, 

That is 

the 

was 

but 

the 

purpo$e, so we will definitely put that in the title of the bond 

issue. Also, we will definitely look at the statement, because I agree 

with xou, as reported out before, it leaves a ldt to be desired in ttlat 

it does not really get across the inten_tions of the bond issue. 
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MR. EDWARDS: That is all I want to say, Mr. Chairman. I 

would he happy to answer any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Are there any questions from the 

Committee members? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: No, but thank you for your 

reassurance. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: If you don't mind, I have one question 

slightly off the subject, but dealing with the budget. Rutgers wasn't 

there when the Chancellor presented it. Ever since I've been in the 

Legislature, it seems that every budget comes out without the 

agricultural extension services part of the funding. I understand it 

is the same way this year. Can you tell me why, and if you want it 

funded? 

MR. EDWARDS: It is listed in the budget, right after the 

appropriation for the General University Appropriation for Rutgers. It 

has been under funded consistent! y in recent years, and we face that 

problem both· in the General University Budget and in the experiment 

station in this current one. Since you asked the question, I wanted to 

second the comments that were made ear lier about the relationship of 

this bond issue to the operating budgets of the institutions.· 

Not all the costs of these important new initiatives are 

covered in the specific budgets which relate to them. There are 

operating and maintenance costs which are going to come along with it, 

and while we applaud the initiatives, we are also facing a bl)dget for 

the coming year, which is at best a steady State budget. It is a level 

budget in the case· of Rutgers, and we are reallocating. We have been 

reallocating in anticipation of these new initiatives for some time, 

but it wi 11 be very difficult for us to support these new initiatives 

without some resources, as well, in the operating budget. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOR IA: Thank you very much, Don. We have one 

last speaker. He is Dr. George Pruitt, President of Edison State 

College. Dr. Pruitt is also representing the State Council of State 

Colleges. 

DRo GEORGE PRUITT: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Thank you for coming today. 
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DR. PRUITT: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the 

day is long, and I will be brief. That is one advantage of being last. 

I would like to tell you a story that I believe to be true. 

Even if it isn't, there is a message in it. A very important, 

powerful, high-tech company in the Northeast went to ~ very famous and 

power fUl high-powered research university in the Northeast, and said, 

"We ca~'t find enough trained software engineers and technicians for 

our company. Would you develop such a program?" The university 

responded,. "We ate interested in producing researchers,· ilbt 

practitioners." 

COMMITTEE: (laughter) 

DR. PRUlTT: That -company then became, to my knowlege, the 

first corporation to offer a fully accredited academic master's degree 

in software engineering. I know that part is true. I don't know how 

it get there, but that is the story I heard. 

The point of that is to reemphasize the statements ~hich Dr. 

Bat ringer made. High-tech is a very nebulous area, and there is a 

tarrying of responsibilities in the initiatives that are being 

proposed. Certain! y, the cutting-edge research is . a powerfui and 

important part of it, and it needs to take place, but there needs to be 

practitioners as well as researchers. There needs to be technicians as 

well as scholars in the area. 

lhe bond issue antici'pates that, and it calls for a tarrying 

of support in the proposed funding. If .the initiative is to succeed, 

that tarrying will have to be maintained and strerigthened, for no other 

reason than the fact that it can't succeed unless that is done. 

Having said· that, however, I would like to add one caution. 

for this particular project, higher education is a tool of the project, 

and not the object of the project. Therefore, the allocation of 

resources within the various sectors, it seems to me, has been and will 

logical 1 y flow from how we contribute to the enterprise. There is 

another arena and another forum to argue some of the other questions. 

All of us -- the community Colleges, the State colleges, the 

private colleges, the research universities, the public universities, 

and ·the Institute of Technology -- need additional support. There is 
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no question about that. While this State has much to brag about, its 

support for higher education is not one of them. That is a separate 

questrnn which is addressed in this bond issue. 

I am confident that the tarrying which is called for will be 

maintained. My caution is, I suggest you be very careful in using the 

al location of resources among the sectors, which is contained in this 

initiative to address some other problems which we have in the sectors 

in terms of our basic overall support for higher education. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: That point is well taken. Obviously, the 

primary purpose is the creation of jobs and high-tech industry in the 

State. This does not solve some of the colleges' unique problems which 

they may have in the area of ongoing current expenses, as well as 

capital expenditures. We' re aware of that. I think that should be 

addressed at another time, and I think that should be something we 

should all deal with very seriously. 

Obviously, your point about the training is important. One 

of the things I don't think this bi 11 direct! y does is to address the 

question of the training -- that the money which goes to the other 

segments outside of the centers -- the $23 mil lion, or whatever figure 

We develop-- I get the impression that you also support an increase in 

that figure. It would be to provide training, as well as the hardware, 

so that the training programs which use the hardware are basically 

where we are. I think that has to be emphasized to train the 

technicians and the professionals who are necessary, not the research 

scientists. The centers wil 1 do that. We' re talking now about the 

technicians and the professionals who will have to deal with the 

research scientists. 

Are there any other questions or comments from the 

Committee? (no response) 

MR. EDWARDS: It must be enormously gratifying for a 

Committee to hear testimony where everyone is in agreement. 

comment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: It is always nice. 

COMMITTEE: (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Assemblywoman Garvin would like to make a 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN GARVIN: I want the record to show· that I'm 

requesting we add a section in our Committee work sessions dealing with. 

women and minorities -- an affirmative action. 
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I agree that is lacking here, and we 

$hbuld do that. That is one of the technical amendments which will be 

intluded. It definitely will be includ~d. 

As ·I said at the beginning, there are a number of technical 

amendments. lhe bill has technical questions. One of the changes that 

has to be made in the bill is the inclusion of the·independent secto~. 

We have specific wording which was developed by Legislative Services -

our Director, Albert _ Porroni -- that has to be included . in here, so 

we. have no questions as to how the money . can be allocated to the 

indepehdent sector. There are a number of other very technical items 

that have to be included. Unfortunate! y, the bill has some problems 

with the technical areas. We will deal with those, as well. 

Kathy will contact the members of the Committee to come up 

with a date. I suspect that date will be sometime d~r ing the week of 

April 23 and April 30. Marie, will that--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: I'll be gone then. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: You'll be away during that week? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, but you' 11 be back on April 30? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: I'm leaving on April 27. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, but if we had a meeting before 

April 27, you would be able to attend. So, if we had· a meeting on 

April 24--

vacation. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: I could do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Mildred? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN G~RVIN: I guess I'm the only one not taking a 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: I'm· not- either. I' 11 be available all 

the time too. Neither one of us is going anywhere. We' 11 both be 

available. 

SUSAN SHAW: Senator Lesniak asked me to make a statement for him. 

Will I be able to do so? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Oh, yes, definitely. Will you please 

come forward? I wasn't aware that you wanted. to speak. Will you give 

your name? We have already included some of the information that 

Senator Lesniak gave us on the biomolecular center, but I would be very 

happy to hear your comments. 

MS. SHAW: I'm Susan Shaw. Senator Lesniak asked me to-

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: (interrupting) And, you represent the 

Senator? Are you an aide to the Senator? 

MS. SHAW: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay. 

MS. SHAW: Senator Lesniak asked me to make a statement for 

him because he could not be here today. He would like the Committee to 

know that he finds the proposal to establish an Institute for 

Biomolecular Research in the Agricultural and Environmental Science I . . 
Departments at Rutgers both interesting and exciting. 

The proposal could have dramatic effects on toxic waste 

cleanup and pesticide control 

· interest to people in our State. 

problems that · are of tremendous 

Unfortunatey, the institute should be 

located in New Brunswick; however, the institute will be developing 

technology to solve many problems that affect southern New Jersey, such 

as toxic waste, as well as helping to lessen our reliance on chemical 

pesticides, while increasing the production of crops. 

Senator Lesniak has not had sufficient time to thoroughly 

evaluate the proposal, but he will be submitting detailed comments to 

the Committee shortly. 

May I just make a quick statement from our organization' 

which is the New Jersey Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA! Certainly. 

MS. SHAW: We are interested in your bill· as it relates to 

public health and the environment. We will not be benefitting, 

monetarily speaking, from it, but we will be benefitting in many 

valuable ways from it. 

We' re concerned that the bill does not include our study of 

non-chemical methods of controlling insect problems and weed problems. 

Non~chemical methods have been effective and safer than chemical 
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pesticides, and this area of research is not really very well funded on 

the national level. Rutgers has had its funding for this program cut 

I think they have no funding -- and, right now, there is a 

biological laboratory operated by the Department of Agriculture in our 

State, ~l.ch estimates that they can save millions of dollars for 

farmers if they use these non-chemical means of control -- money which 

would have been spent on chemical pesticides. ' 

I would hope that this could be looked into -- funding 

a biological laboratory, which would be run by the Department of 

Agrkulture. Perhaps ~he non-chemical methods of conttol--

ASSEMBL YMAN DORIA: (interrupting) As an example, we're 

talking about the recent problem with the EDB ~- the replacement of a 

type of chemical such as EDB, with a. non~toxic type of pesticide. I 

think the Committee will ·de.finitely look into th.e feasibility of that. 

We'll talk to the representatives from ·the institutions, but I 

definitely think that is something worthwhile to discuss. 

MS. SHAW: fine, thank you very much.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN.DORIA: Assemblywoman Muhler? 

·ASS EM.BL YWOMAN MUHLER: As a point . of clarification, were 

these views . representative of Senator Lesniak, or are they just your 

comments? 

MS. SHAW: No, ·I just made a statement from the Coalition. 

The first part was Senator Lesniaks 's statement~ H.e is going to be 

researching the proposal. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: And, the others do not. represent him? 

MS. SHAW: It must, because he has a 17-page pesticide bill, 

and what I just said--

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: · (interrupting) . I can clarify that. I 

spoke to Senator Lesniak. Senator Lesniak explained to me that he is 

very.interested in the concept of the proposal. ·He has not had time to 

totally review it to determine the viability a~ it might relate to this 

bond proposal, but he told me that he definitely wanted us to consider 

it. He will send mote information to us. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MUHLER: I just wanted to be careful of what we 

had on the record. 



/:\SSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, I was aware of that. At this 

poin1 the Committee will adjourn. Are there any further comments from 

the Crn1<1ittee before we adjourn? (no response) 

I would like to thank the Committee members for their 

patience. We went straight through withoJt lunch •. I want to thank our 

aide, Kathy, for her job in putting this together. I would also like 

to thank the aides from the Democratic side, and Fred from the negative 

side-~ 

COMMITTEE AND AUDIENCE: (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: (continuing) the Republican side. 

COMMITTEE AND AUDIENCE: (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, thank you very much. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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INSTITUTE FOR BI OHOLECULAR RESEARCH IN THE 

AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONHE?ITAL SCIENCES 

Biomolecul~r Research Serving Agriculture and The Environment 

The great advances in the biological sciences of the past three decades, 

especially those in molecular genetics, have placed within our reach most of· 

the essential tools for solving the major mysteries of living organisms. We 

now understand the basic processes involved in information transfer within and 

between celis;· and, more importantly, we are learning how to codify these 
I 

processes for useful purposes. The utilization of knowledge from this science 

promises enormous dividends for the fields of agriculture and the environment. 

\lith this knowledge and its applications, we can significantly increase .crop 

productivity; manipulate genes nffecting developnentnl regulation~ improve the 

efficiency of animal production, as well as the quality of animal proc;lucts for 

human consumption; and improve human nutrition. It can now also be expected 

that genetic modification· of microorganisms and cells will permit us to 

convert cellulosic materials to alcohols; improve nitrogen fixation in plants; 

destroy toxic/hazardous wastes; synthesize organic substances of industrial 

and agricultural importance; produce products for the food inrlustry; and 

develop monoelonal antibodies to detect bacterial toxins, drug and pesticide 

residues, and pathogens for plants and animals. Indeed, these accompli$hr.i.ents 

are well within our reach. 

new Jersey's Critical Needs and Unique Position 

New Jersey is in a unique and advantageous position to d€~elop and 

op~rate an institute for biomolecular research in the agricultural and 

environmental sciences. As a highly urbanized and· indust~ialized state, the. 

pressures on agricultural and environmental resources are the greatest in the 

nation. Thereforel needs for practical solutions to complex biological 

probleos of both agriculture and the environment are most pressing. There is 

a tremendous diversity in New Jersey's agricultural economy and in the scop~ 

of environmental problems faced. 

Many of the major high technology industries serving agriculture are 

headquartered in New J•~sey or have substantial research and develop~ent 

operations in the state. 

New Jersey is a natural geographic focus for both basic and applied 

research, training and continuing education in biomolecular research fer 

agricultural and environmental problems. 
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Es~ablishing An Institute for Biomolecular Research at The> New Jcrs_gi 

Agricultural Experiment Station 

Application of new research technologies will require th~ efforts of 

scic~tists tralned in microbioldgy, physi~logy and biochemistry who understand 

gefie structure, function, reg~lation and transfer. This will require 

collabora.dc)n with plant pathologis.ts, entomologists, agronomists, foresters, 

breed~rs·, e;nv'ironmental scientists: and others in the identification· of 

agriculturally and environmentally important g·enes· and in developing a·n 

underit~rid{ni of the functiori ~nd expres~ion of such ge~es. Ii is o~~ious 

that the ap.p'i'ication of these discov.eries will require an integration of the 

baiic scien~e~ ~ith the disciplines of traditional ~gricultural and 

. environmental science and an effective extension service delivery system. 

The New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station at Rutgers University is 

organized to conduct both basic and applied research and to carry new 

discoveries throtigh all steps, from development td Fractical application 

utilizing the Cooperative Extension Service •. There is a' long tradition of 

formal and infoimal cooperation b~tween research· and extension fac~lty, 

industry, and far~ers. 

H9wever, the complexity of tesearch iri modern biology, requires larg~ 

gr6ups of investigators from various disciplines in a iin~l~ plgce. Iri. 

cortsideration of tra~itional and pr~sent ~trengths of the Ne~ Jer~~y 

Agriculturai E~perimeni ~tation, it is proposed th~t the Stite ~stablish thete 

an Institute for Biomolecular Research in the Agricultural and Environmental 

Sciences as part of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. 

Resource Reg~irements 

The investment that the State would have to make to provide the physical 

requirecents ~f the Institute, while substantial, is nevertheless relatively 

modest compared with the potential benefits to be derived and with the 

inv.estment in the agricuitural and environmental sciences already made at the 

Experiment Stat ion and the Cook-Doug lass campus .• 

The pro~osed Institu~e will require ~n additional f~cility to hbuse the 

dire6to~, i~boratory space tor ~t least 20 senior investigators, theit 

scierit1fic staffs and support personnel. The estimated project cost for 

constructing this facility of 35,000 net square feet is $15 million~ The cost 

of equipping the Institute is estiniated at $6 million. Support for ongoing 

oper~tini exp~nses of the institute i~ anticipated, and significant interest 

has been expressed by potential industriai sponsors. 
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WALTBR flAND 
SENATOR, I'" ... 19TRICT 

fPA~r~ OP' CAMOEN ANO GLOUCESTER COUNTIU) 

514 Coo••• Snnar 
CAXDB2', Naw JsuaY oaaoa 

. (609) 541•1251 

M~·rch\7, 1984 

NEW JERSEY SBNATB 

The Honorable Thomas H. Kean 
Sta·te House 
Trenton, New Jer~ey 08625 

Dear Gov.ernor: 

.-... . .... ... 

..... 

In your annual message to the State Legislature you included 
many .encouraging references. One such reference was to the 

·establishment of several academlc/indµstrlal centers for 
advanced technology. These centers, ".according to your messa9e, 
would be located at institutions of higher education. The 
four specific locations mentioned were Piscataway, Newark, 
Rutgers and Cook. No reference to Rutqera•Camden bein9 included. 
Without the inclusion of such a center .in the Camden area I 
would find it impossible to support the others. 

One corporation in the Camden/South Jersey area currently employs 
no less than 2,885 engineers. With their expansion plans they 
anticipate more than doubling that number with another 3,000 
enqJ.neers being added in the next five years. 

Most evenings the libraries of the universities and schools in 
the Camden area are utilized by an ever increasing number of 
these trained personnel absorbing all the information that la 
available. 

This area is rapidly becoming a magnet, attracting outstanding 
engineers ln the communications, computer, and systems design 
fields. We must provide the resources neede~ to continue•to · · 
draw these hi-tech individuals and corporations. 

I believe that.this area should share in the establishment of -
these academic/industrial centers. If we are CJOing to·aupport 
advanced technology then look South Governor - look· South. 

Sincerely,· 

WALTER RAND 
Senator, 5th District 

Sx 
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Attachment 11 

IMR'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO ADVANCEMENT OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, 

th.~ddititin .t6 their.cohtributions to the control of polio ~nd dth~~ c~1idhb6d 
dhea$es1 lMR r~search teams have made many more significant contr1but10ns. 

'A partial 11 st follows: 

1952 -9 Succ~ssfully prevented polio wfth gamma globulin, 
accelerating development of the Salk vaccine 

·1952 .;.. EStablished safe dosage levels of antibiotics for infants 

1952 ~ Developed tissue culture techniques that are used by 
researchers throughout the world 

1953 - P~oneered techniques for antibiotic management of infectious 
diseases · 

1954 ... Conducted laboratory evaluation of the fir~t field trials 
of Salk vaccine to determine the safety and effectiveness 

1956 .;. Confirmed that a virus can cause breast tumors in mice 
1960 ~ peveloped techniques to make chromosome preparations from 

b 1 ood of various 1 aboratory anima 1 s 

1962 ~ Discovered that many common virus infections dainage human 
and animal chromosomes 

.. '1963 ~. · .Demonstrated chromosome breakage by chem1 ca ls that 1 nh1 bit 
·DNA synthes 1 s 

. . . . 
1964 ~ Developed methods for freezing and storing human skin for grafting 

1965 -. Demonstrated a rare cytogenetic effect of cell fusion caused 
by ~easles virus 

1967 ... Pioneered techniques for preserving purity of cell cultures used 
in biomedical research · · · 

i967 ~ Demonstrated genetic effects of contamination of cell.cultures 
with mycoplasma 

i96S - Developed and tested filtered lamjnar air flow systems for 
control of airborne infections--these systems are now used . 
in operating rooms and laboratories throughout the world 

19~8 - Developed a successful test to predict th~ occurr~nc• ~~ bfiait 
cancer tumors in mice 

6~ 



Addendum 111 ~ Page 2 

1971 - Established characterization of the chromosomes of insect 
cells in culture 

1971 - Discovered that different cell types respond differently 
t ) virus induced chromosome breakage 

1972 - Discovered viral components in humans related to the mouse 
breast cancer virus 

1972 - Developed short term mutation testing to predict cancer 
risk for environmental chemicals 

1973 - Demonstrated that interferon can prevent chromosome damage 
that can be induced by viruses 

1974 - Pioneered studies of chromosomes on individuals using marijuana 

1975 - Developed procedures for the detection and prevention of 
f1ycop1asma infection of food crops, insects· and humans 

1975 Established a genetic cell bank resource for studies on aging 

1976 - Developed studies of a specific chromosome change causing 
retinoblastoma, a tumor usually occurring on the retina of 
children 

1977 - Established and characterized a new human diploid cell strain 
in large quantity as a standard for aging research 

1977 - Established chromosome characterization of a cellular model 
for aging research 

1978 - DevelQped a prenatal test to detect hypophosphatasia, a genetic 
disease that halts bone development and kills affected babies 
shortly after birth · 

1979 - Discovered long term chromosome effects of cancer chemotherapy 

1981 - Developed a test to identify carriers of hypophosphatasia 

1981 - Developed improved chromosome banding procedures 

1982 ... Developed monoclonal antibodies for detection and identificcnion. 
of cell culture contaminents · 

1982 - Described potential mutagenic contamination during analysis of 
liquid environmental samples 

1983 ... Described detection of air borne particles in rural and urban sites 
1 n New Jersey 

1983 ... Described the deletion of a collagen gene in perinatal Osteogenisis 
· lmperfecta 
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Cherry Hill, !'IJ 08358ITelephone (609)338·3000 

Ms. Pat Jones 
Legislative Aide 
Off ice of State 

Senator Walter Rand 
514 Cooper Street 
Camden. NJ 08102 

Dear Pat. 

non 

February 16. 1984 

With resp~ct to senator Rand's e~forts to see that so~e 
poition ot the monies derived from the Governor's 
proposed $80 million higher education and technology 
bond issue is applied to South Jersey, I ha~e assembled, 
per his request. some data that I hope will help support 
his case. · 

Ther~ are at present approximatelI_r-2 r 8Jl5. __ engineex:s 
wotk1ng at seven different RCA fac1l1ties in south 
Jer~ey. Projections of growth within RCA i_n South 
Je~sey over the next f iv• years indicate that this 
figure is likely to dou_ble. with an estimated·3,ooo 
~ngirteers to be added to RCA operations within that ~ime 
trame. 

RCA endorses wholeheartedly Senator Rand's efforts to 
en~ure that these funds ate distributed equitably 
throughout New Jersey. _If I can be of any .further 
assistance in this regard, please drin•t hesitate to ~et 
iri touch with me. 

Best regards// 

Bx 



TESTIUONY 

ASSEMBLY HIGHER EDUCATION AND REGULATED PROFESSIONS 
COMMITTEE 

March 21, 1984 

Saul K. Fenster 

New Jersey Institute of Technology 

Reported by: 

Arlene M. Gilbert 
Vice President for Development 



Testimony 

The Report of the Governor's Commission on Science and 
Technology and the bond authorization bill in suppo~t of the 
Commission's recommendations represent a watershed for New· 
Jersey. The proposed program will provide much ... need:e·d support. 
for education, research and development in high te~hnology 
fields. It will foster important academic/industrial 
cooperatio~. And it. will present a message to the nation and 
the world that New Jersey has set upon a bold course of 
economic development. 

We at NJIT are especially pleased to have been designated 
as the leader of a researc~ and public policy consortium in 
the critical area of toxic and hazardous $Ubstance management. 
The consortium members are: Stevens Institute of Technology,. 
the Univers.ity of ·Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, 
Rutge~s University, Princeton University, and NJIT. It is 
ant~cipated that, with a portion of the monies from the 
prop.osed bond, a.facility will be constructed on the NJIT 
campus. 

The project could not be more timely. According to 
the results of a· recent Star-Ledger/Eagleton poll~ New Jersey; s · 
citizens are "more concerned about the threat of toxic wastes 

.in their environment than they are about such bread ... and-butter 
issues as unemployment and inflation." 

The past fifteen years, in fact, have brought growing 
national concern about the state of the environment, how it has 

· b~en abused, how it can be protected, and how current environm.erttal 

problems can be dealt with safely and economically .. !n respon~~, 

lOx 
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the federal government has sought to set standards and to achieve 
them through stringent requirements for the control and disposal 
of solid, liquid and gaseous hazardous and toxic substances. Haz
ardous industrial wastes, as defined by the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 (Pub~ic Law 94-580), consist of 
ignitable, corrosive, reactive or toxic materials. These haz-
ardous wastes account for 10 .to 15 percent of all industrial wastes, 
or about 150 million metric tons per year. It is recognized, there;.... 
fore, that better and more environmentally sound treatment and 
disposal options must be available for these hazardous industrial 
wastes. 

What we are proposing to build is not a hazardous and toxic 
waste disposal plant. Rather, the proposed center will conduct 
research both to determine how to clean up ex.isting toxic waste 
sites and to identify and- manage future hazardous substance problems.· 

The facility will be of no greater threat to the environment than· 
is a normal university laboratory system. What is more, standards 
designed to minimize environmental dangers will be among the 
criteria used to select research projects for the center. 

NJIT's work in this area is predicated upon three separate 
initiati~s: 

1. The Institute for Hazardous and Toxic Waste 
Management (IHTWM) was established officially 
by the Board of Trustees of New Jersey Insti
tute of Technology on September 11, 1981. It 
was formed to bring under one executive director 
the Environmental Engineering graduate programs 

llx 
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and the research activities of the Environ
mental Instrumentation and Systems Laboratory, 
the Air Monitoring Laboratory, the Water 
Monitoring Laboratory and the Center for 
Environmental Law and Technology, in order to: 

a) Direct the academic activities of the 
g~aduate Environmental Engineering programs. 

b) . Coordinate the resea~ch activities to 
address problems related to hazardous 
and toxic waste. 

c) Establish an information and public s.e~ice 
center to disseminate to the public and 
private sectors the results of .the_academic 
and research activi~y of the IHTWM. 

The most recent result of this effort in the aca
demic area has been the establishment of a coop• 
erative academic program between New Jersey. 
Institute of Technology and the University of 
Medicine and Dentist+y of New Jersey that offers 
a toxicology option to the engineers and sci
entists enrolled in the graduate Environmental 
Engineering program. 

2. The National Science Foundation - sponsored Co
operative Research Center was begun under a 
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planning grant in 1983. It is one of 12 such 
ce~ters nationwide, funded by NSF to bring 
academic and industrial professionals together 
to work in a university setting on scientific 
issues of pressing national concern. The cen
ters are designed to foster long-term academic/ 
industrial cooperation with multi~company finan
cial support for industrially relevant research. 
Other centers are located at.such major universi
ties as MIT, Rensellaer Polytechnic Institute, 
and Georgia Institute of Technology. New Jersey 
is, in fact, the only state with two such cen
ters, the other one being Rutgers University's 
Ceramics Research Center. Moreover, the center 
at NJIT is one of only two in the nation working in 
the a.rea of toxic and hazardous substance manage
ment. 

3. An Advanced Technology Center in Toxic and Haz
ardous Substance Management has been proposed 
by the Governor's Connnission on Science and Tech
nology. It is conceived as a nationally regarded 
base for innovative technology research. In rec
ognition of the importance of this work, Governor 
Kean has already announced a grant of $558,000 
to acquire research equipment for several proposed 
projects. 

13x 
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Out of these three separate but complementary initiatives 
has· come a research center, which is unique in that it represents 
the combined efforts of the federal government, the state gov
ernment, p;rivate industry, and five major universities. A des
cription of the organization and management structure of the 
center, ·examples of possible research projects, and a prospectus 
on the proposed new facility are provided as follows. Every ef
fort: ha$ been made to ensure that the center will respond to 
industry's needs and operate efficiently within the framework 
of the cooperating universities. 

The budget for the Cooperative Center is anticipated to 
come, in part, from annual industrial membership_ fees. Indus
trial members will be asked to make a three year commitment to 
membership in the Center. The Center may, in fact, be viewed as 
an economical ·extension of their own in-house research. Indus- · 
trial members will be kept informed of the progress of the re
search through their industry monitors, quarterly reports and 
semiannual presentations. They also will have pre-publication 
access through their informal interaction with the faculty mem
bers arid graduate students to research results for developing 
processes and techniques. New ideas for their own in-house re
search also may be stimulated through these informal discussions. 
In addit·ion, the center will help members keep abreast of major 
trends in research which would not be easily available otherwise. 

An industrial advisory board will advise the center on, 
matters of operations, policy, and research. Industrial monitors 
representing each of the participating companies_ will provide the 
most ft'equent interaction with the universitie,s. They will moni

tor the research progress of specific projects within the Center 
and communicate the results to their companies. 
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The center director will be the chief administrator of 
the facility. In addition, there will be division directors, 
each responsible for a major area of res~arch. These individu
als will generally be faculty or senior research personnel from 
the participating academic institutions. Their areas of exper
tise will correspond broadly to anticipated major research in
terests of the center, including, but not necessarily limited to, 
incineration, biological and chemical treatment, physical treat
ment, and health effects· assessment. Finally, every project 
conducted within each division will have ·a manager drawn from the 
faculty or senior research staff of the cooperating universiti~s. 
Each project will also involve additional institutional personnel, 
includin~ faculty ~nd graduate students with appropriate expertise 
and/or interests. 

The center will also have an academic advisory board com
prised of the chief academic o~ficer of each member institution, 
or his designee. The pr.imary responsibilities of this body will 
.be to review all selected research projects to insure that they 
are in accord with the policies of the participating academic 
institutions; review operating and research budgets to insure 
that they represent fair and appropriate allocation of insti
tutional resources; and review center poll.cies to insure con
sistency with university policy. 

Ideas for research projects may come from anyone associ
ated with the center. In fact, a number of research proposals 
were presented to industry at a recent NSF-sponsored conference, 

lSx 
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and a <ietermirtatiop. regarding their implementation.will be made 
in the near future. Examples of possible s·tudy topics include 
air pollution control using mo.lten salt scrubb.ers, effects of 
hea.Vy metal - o;"ganic complexes on anaerobic digestion, absorp
tion and in situ fixation of hazardous water~ and development 
of ~edical protocol to evaluate toxic ~xposures. 

The project flowchart on the following page depicts the 
procedure for fulfilling the research responsibilities of the 
center. In addition, the center will.have a strong public policy 
and information comp·onent. 

The physical plant ·which will serve. as the focal point 
for these impor~ant act.ivities has' been conceived with the many 
functions of the center in mind. The configuration under pre
lirninafy consideration is a six ·story structure. As the schematic· 
l"ayout ·(Attachment A) ·.· ind~cates, the ·first floor would includ~: ~he 
tnfonnation Center, conferen·ce rooms, and. of'fices ·for the· execu..:. 
t·ive a.nd project dir.ectors. Certain service facilities; including 
a central equipment area and a receiving and storage area, would 
also be included on the first floor. 

The upper floors would contain eighteen research areas, 
which would include laboratories, offices for re_searchers and . 
research faculty, graduate student facilities, and rooms for 
movable equipment and ·technical support.personnel. 

The general configuration for a research area would in
clude a laboratory of 1,000 sq. ft., a graduate student facility 
of 45.'0 sq. ft. , and researcher and faculty offices of 240 sq. ft. 
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Attachment B 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN 
TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE MANAGEMENT 

Proposed Space Allocation 

First·Ftoor 

Room Purpose 

Lobby 
Secretaries 
Receiving 
Director 4 @ 200 sq. ft. 
Executive Director 
Information Center 
Conference Rooms (Small) 

4 @ 300 sq. ft. 
Divisible Meeting Room 
Mens & Womens Rooms 
Circulation 
Central Equipment 

Total 

Typical Upper Floor 

Room Purpose 

Equipment Maintenance 
Technician 
Offices 8 @ 120 sq. ft. 
Graduate Students 4 @ 450 sq. ft. 
Laboratories 4 @ 1000 sq. ft. 
Mens & Womens Rooms 
Circulation 

Total Typical Floor 

Building Total · 

21x 

Area 
Sq. Ft. 

300 
450 
500 
800 
300 

1,000 

1,200 
2,500 

400 
2,050 

500 

Area 
Sq. Ft. 

120 
120 
960 

1,800 
4,000 

200 
1,_800 

9,000 x 
4.5 Floors = 

10,000 

40,500 

50,500 



Attachment C 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER IN 
TOXIC AND .. HAZARDOUS~. SUBSTANCE MANAGEMENT 

,;- .•· .. _,. ..... ·.· ... ·-. •, .-:·, ... _ . ·. - ·· .. ·· .. , - ·:·-· .. ·:;.-:·-_; .···, 

+. · ~an.4, :Parki.ng, and Site W<>rk 
--1 ., : ..... ;> .,._, ·. "' ., .. -; ; - ' "''; ·. ' ";" _-·.:::: _-._ - . - . ' - . . .. • ·~" . - . ' 

~~~4 f pr .Center "footprint" 
· a:q,Q. peripherals .:. 30, 000 sq. ft. 

4C:q1.1isition CO$t: $9./~q. f~. 

Pa,i-ki11~ .{>t:rea 

?40 ca~~ x 425 sq. ~t., ~ 19?,QPQ sq~~~~ 
Acqµis.ition Co$~:' $9/sq. ft.· 

Si~e Wor~ 

T<>t:iil ~;ea - 134,00Q ~q. f~! 
Sit~ Work Cost: $3/sq. ft::• 

$ ' ?7Q ~ 000 

91~ .. 0.oo 

Tota+ Lang, Parkip.$ ~nd Sit:e Work · · $l ,.s~,s~J9P9 

I I. ·con s.tru.c t ion 

~abo+a.~9~Y A~~as 
18,QOO ~q.ft. x $150/s.q.~t;. 

Other Areas 
32 ~ 500 sq. ft~ x . 100 sq. ft. 

Total 

Des~gn Contingency (10%) 
Fees · - .t\r¢hi,te.~tural, EJ:lg.i.n~~lf;p.g 

at).9 O~her Con~\lttanb~ qs%)' 
Tota+ Const+~ct!on 

Tota.1 Proj e,9t 

$2~70Q,OQ.O 

3 .'~.so J ?~ .. ~· 
$5,9~Q;OOQ 

.?95,000. 

"' ? ~~.t2.0.~ 
$Z,52.1, 000 

• • ' ' ,. • ;· ' ;,,., ' • • ·,• ~ '' ,' • v•,';. 

L~ss ·~Jil' Land CQ.n.~:ri~µt;z~~m 
' $ 9 ' + l + ' 0 Q.Q 

~ 210:·~ .. ~9.~' 
N;~t. Bud$. et $8,B.4~,009 
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8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
Registration 

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

INTRODUCTIONS 

Arlene M. Gilbert 
Vice President for Developm~nt 
New Jersey Institute of Te'chnology 

WELCOMING REMARKS 

Dr. Saul K. Fenster, President 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 

Richard E. ·Lyon. Jr., Vice President -
Exxon Engineering, Exxon Research 
and Engineering Company 

9:30 a.m. -10:15 a.m. 
MORNING SESSION I 

Moderator: Robert J. Hilliard 
Director of Development 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 

OUTLINE OF CONFERENCE 
ACTIVITIES 

Dr. John W Liskowitz, Executive 
Director 
Institute for Hazardous and Toxic Waste 
Management, New Jersey Institute of 
Technology 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THENSF 
UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY 
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTER 
FOR HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC WASTE 

Alex Schwarzkopf. Program Manager 
Industrial Science.and Technological 
Innovation, National Science 
Foundati9n 

EVALUATING THE Cf=NTER 

Dr. S. George Walters, Director 
lnterfunctional Management. Program 
Rutgers University 

RESEARCH CENTER ORGANIZATION 
AND OPERATION: STRUCTURE 
POLICIES. PARTICIPATION . , 

Dr. Arnold Allentuch, Associate Vice 
President, Research and Graduate 
Studies, New Jersey Institute of 
Technology 

10:15 a.m. -10:30 a.m. 
Coffee areak 

10:30 a.m. - noon 
MORNING SESSION II: 
PRESENTATION OF INITIAL 
RESEARCH PROJECTS AND 
DISCUSSiON . 

. 1. INCINERATION 
2. BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL 

TREATMENT . 

3. PHYSICAL TREATMENT 

24x 

~oon-1 :1s p.m. 
LUNCHEON . 

SPEAKER 
Edward E. aarr 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Cou'r'tau!qs U.S. bevelop'merits, Inc. 
Chairman, Governor's Commission on 
Science anp Techno!Q"gy 

1 :15 pJn. - 2:45 P·rn· 
AFTERNOON SESSION I: 
PRESENTATION OF INITIAL 
RESEARCHPROJECfSAND 
DISCUSSION (CONTINUED) 

4. ON-SITE ASSESSMENT AND 
REMEDIAL ACTION. . . . 

5. HEALTH EFFECTS ASSESSMENT 
6. PUBLIC POLICY AND EDUCAT"ION 

2:45 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Coffee Break · 

3:00 p.!11. - 5:15 p.m . 
. AFTERNOON s·E's's10N II: 

INDUSTRY-ONLYWO.RKSHOP 

Co-Chairmen: Alex Schwarzkopf and 
Dr. S. Gewge Walters 

DISCUSSION OF POTENTIAL 
RESEARCH CENTER 

LETTERS OF INTENT 

5:15 P·!TI·,. 5,:30 p.m. 
FUTURE OIRECTIONS 

· Dr. Arnold Allentuch 

FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES 

~;, 

t 
SCHEQULt=O MEETING OF ~ 
INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY BOARD: ~ 
TIME ANO PLACE ···\I· 

6:QO P·!11· - 8:00 p.m. I 
COCKTAiL RECEPT.iON AND PINNER -~ 

'~ 

·~ 
~~ 

I 
I 
I 

. I 
l 

... , 
~: 



DR. NINO F. FALCONE 

Chairman of the Council of 
Coun~1 Colleges 

f.?01) 656-2020, Ext. 103 

ATLANTIC 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Mays Landing. N.J. 08330 

BERGEN 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

Paramus. N.J. 07652 
, BROOKDALE 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Lincroft. N.J. 07738 

BURLINGTON 
COUNTY COLLEGE 

Pembenon. N.J. 08088 

CAMDEN 
COUNTY COLLEGE 

Blackwood; N.J. 08012 
CUMBERLAND 

COUNTY COLLEGE 
Vineland. N.J. 08360 

ESSEX 
COUNTY COLLEGE 
Newark. N.J. 07102 

GLOUCESTER. 
COUNTY COLLEGE 
Sewell, N.J. 08080 · 

HUDSON 
COUNTY COMMUNITY 

COLLEGE 
Jersey City, N.J. 07306 

. ME_RCER 
COUNTY COLLEGE 
Trenton, N .J. 08690 

MIDDLESEX 
COUNTY COLLEGE 
Edison. N.J. 08817 

COUNTY 
COLLEGE OF MORRIS 

Dover, N.J. 07801 

OCEAN 
COUNTY COLLEGE 

Toms River, N.J. 08753 
PASSAIC 

COUNTY COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 

Paterson. N.J. 07509 
SALEM 

COMMUNrtV COLLEGE 
Penns Grove, N.J. 08069 

SOMERSET 
COUNTY COLLEGE 

Somerville, NJ. 08876 

SUSSEX COUNTY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

COMMISSION 
· Sparta, NJ. 07871 

. UNION 
COLLEGE 

Cranford, N.J. 07016 

WARREN COUNTY 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

COMMISSION 
B~lvidere~ N.J. 07823 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
COUNCIL OF COUNTY COLLEGES 'i. .· 

900 BERGEN AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 07306 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE ASS8"BLY HIGHER EDUCATION 

AND REGULATED PROFESSIONS COMMITTEE 

MARCH 22, 1984 

My name is Bob Barringer. I am President of Brookd~le· 
.-. 

Community College in Monmouth County. I appear today on 

behalf of the Council of County Colleges representing the 

19 two year public colleges and commissions in New Jersey .. 

The Council applauds the recommendations contained in the 

recent report of the Governor's Commission on Sci·ence and 

Technology, and supports the proposed 80 million dollar bond 

issue. We are pleased that the Commission has recognized 

the need for capital funds at the state and community 

colleges as well as many independent institutions and has 

specifically recommended that 23 million dollars be 

allcicated for that purpose. 

Although much of the emphasis of the R~port with 

regard to the development of human resources is upon 

training in engineering, research .and advanced technology, 

the Report clearly acknowledges that the availability of 

skilled technical work·ers is limited and that this limita~ 

tion is a deterrent to industrial development. It has 

been document~d in other states that the availability of 

technology trained workers is a major factor in deciding 

the location of technology based firms. 

New Jersey is an Equal Opportunity Employer 

25x 
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March 22, 1984 

':l'be majority of ·the technician$ .anCi skilled w9rkers needec:1 

~~e ~or e,n,:try-level •nd mid-level jobs. In ~~ct, the ~a jority ot 

n'~ ~ob~ ~eq~ired in the future will be for support personnel who · 

•~tu~llf ~µi14 wh~t ~he engineer 4esi9hs. A far 9t~ater numper of 

p.~o~ie ~~l~ need to t>~ trainec1 in tbe :teclm~cal sµppo:r.:~ are(jl'$ 1:ha:n 

at the P!?fe~$ional ~evel. 

A :repo~t for. the New_ Jersey Department of Labor issued in l981, 

enti:ti~a ~Occupatio~al Otitlook for New Jersey 1979-l9~5~" pointed 

out that the rate of growth for the :technician wquld be faster t~an 

tor any other category of workers. 

In F-he ~ornmission's Report, co~unitY c9lleges have b~en singlec1 

out and cit~d as a primary c1elivere:r of technical training jn Ne~ 

Jersey. 

As the l'rgest s~ctor in highet education in the state, 

comrm.mity co+leges have over 2~0 d7gree pro~rams in a:r~as of enc:,:j..

neerirg~ cq~pu~er science, business, allied heaith, ~nd. the nat~ral 

sciences. The fact i$ that the conununity colleges ~r~ already qe~ply 

involve~ in t~chnical tr,inipg, much of it i~ t~e ~i~h tec~nologl~s~ 

For example, in 1983~ out of a tot~l of nearly 9,000 graduates, ~,~50 

stuc1ents completed th~ Associate in ~pplied :;9~enc~ Pegree, a deg:ree 

qesigned to lead qirectly to ~9f~ as a technician. 

The pr~gram~ 9u:q:·ently ~ein9 off e:red, o~ ~:r~ in variqus ~t~9es 

. of planning or development, in~lud~ the foll9~ing technqlpgies: 

D~t.a Processing 

Compqter programmer ... ,. ' . .·· .. . 

Mechanical Engineering 

~eronautical & Aviation 

Instn~mentation 

ColllP.~t-~r :Repair ... . . . 

Fluid Power . ; ,- . ... .. . ~ ... 

Computer Aided Drafting 
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Engineering Graphics 

Chemical 

Automot~ves 

Diesel 

Welding 

Civil 

Electronics 

March 22, 1984 

Computer Aided Manufacturing 

Robotics 

Fiber Optics 

Telecommunications 

Automated Management Information 

Micrographics 

. Word Processing 

In addition to these technologies, there are health, business 

and medical occupations demanding well trained technicians who are 

being graduated from the community colleges by the thousands. Many 

of these fields now employ high technology in delivering their 

services. Also, it is interesting to note that the number of 

graduates do not reflect the additional thousands of students who 

are enrolled in technic~l programs and successfully complete the 

training, but choose not to pursue the Associate Degree. 

New Jersey cannot meet the challenges as outlined in the Com

mission's Report without the full cooperation of the community college 

sector, and the colleges are more than willing to be a major part 

of ~ny solution to the task of technical training. We cah assist 

in developing a work force whose skills will match the requirements 

of technology. We already have the mechanism for delivering tebhnical 

training. We have the will and the inclination to do so. What we 

don't have are the necessary resources. We need an investment of 

15-18 million dollars to enhance our capability to do that which 

we are already committed to do by virtue of our mission. 

The CAD-CAM program at Camden County College employs equipment 

with a value of over $600,000.00~ The~college was only able to 

begin this program through the cooperation and involvement with 

local industry which eagerly ~eeks the graduates of the program. 

27x 
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Brookdale is planning a high technology f~cility to m~et the 

changing needs of Monmouth County. 

A facility of approximately 89,ooo sq. feet will be needed 

to accommodate new and existing coinput_er related t~chnology programs 0 

Expansion in i:>ata Processing, Electronics, Colripiite:t Assisted 

Desi~ri arid Word Processing is outp~~irig otir capacit~ to hotise arid 

eqtiip ~hat demand. ~h1s expansion pluj ne~ techtiblb~y pr6grains 

eurr~nfly uhder develo~ment wiil r~qui~e e~en ~ore resources than 

the coilege has already invested. 

We are for~ing a coalitiori of business and indtistty; County 

and hopefully State government a~d the college iti d~veio~fng this 

facility. 

j 

. t 

The emphasis of the Governor's coffuniss±6ti is 6n the aevelop'ment 

tif ~e~earbH terilers, arid this ~~Y not be iriap~pr6priate, btit I must 

remind this tomnd.ssion that a state's inch.istrial instH:ut .. ions- a'.o 

not live and prosper by research a'.ione but also by the abl.lity 

to carry out the in\plications of that research in the marketplace 

with trained arid educated people, and that is ~hat we do iri the 

community colleges. 

in closing howe\rer, we would. ifke to ask several questions 

~ith regard to the specific lan~uage i6 A-176i. 

We ·do not understan~ ~hy Secfions ~ and 5 of ~h~ l~gi~latiori 

divides the administrative functions of this act lietween the Commission 

Ori se{~nce and Technology arid the Bo~id of Ri~h~t ~ducation? 

The Commission is given the authority to estabi±sh and construct 

a rie~wor~ of Advariced ~echn6logy ~enters ~here•s th~ ~oard i~ ~ive~ 

the authority to supervise the con·struction and improvement of tee.hnic~l 
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and engineering related facilities and equipment at.the state's 

public 2,d private institutions. Why is· this s~paration of functions 

necessary? 

In addition, although we fully understand the. intent of the 

language which is to be placed on the ballot~ it is not at all clear 

that 23 million dollars of the 80 million dollars as provided for 

in the Commission's Report is to be used for the construction and· 

improvement of ·technical and related facilities and equipment at 

t~e state's public and ~rivate institutions ~f higher education. 

Th~s, we would suggest tha£ the· reference language be made more 

sl'ecific. 

· Finally~ I· want to reiterate oµr support for the 80 million 

dollar bond issue.. We believe it is imperative that the bond legis·'"T. 

lation specify the manner in which the 23 million dollars not e.ar.-

. marked for allocation to the construction of advanced technology 

research centers will be distributed. Designation of a substantial 

·portion of the· 23 million dollars to county colleges is a wise invest-
.. 

ment which would resul't in an immediate pay off for the state as it 

moves toward a high technology economy. 

29x '·-



~OX 29~ e Sl)MMIT, NEW JERSEY 079Q1 ~ (?q1) ?77.-373~ 

A.~§~Ml3LY l 7~i - $CJENCE J\NP Tt.:C!iN()Lp.PY ·~9~~ ~~T 

TESTIMONY ·r;:. . . ·, 

Good afternoon Chairman Doria and member.s of the Com1riittee. 
:~ .. ~·~_,";i'· ·1;_;:~~~.; ...... ·, .:· ~!..'.' ... ~ ... ; : . ·.··: t ·:.':"~· ~·. :· :.,, ... ~·:··~::· '• .• __ \'.".·~~-. , ........ 

Th~~~ you fQ~ t}ie Qpport~nity to spe.cik to4ay ~n ~s~embly 1'.HH 17Q1,. •. 
•. : ii . .. . ~·· . . . ' . ! , . . - • j ~ .. ~~-. • • • • ' • ,. ' ~i . • ~ . 

T.he. :P.~P:O~~ of t}le qoy~~pqr'~ CQn.m~l~s~~p cm sci~n-c~. cpl~ T~cpnc;>l<:>~r 

w~~ ~9 devise ~ long rang~ pla~ '!9f h~cpnQlqgy qeveloplJ1e.Ilt st:r~~egy th~t . '. ' . . . .·:. ~-~ . .-.-~ ., : ' . . : . . ., . . . . . . - . ' 

ln~Ud.§ cm Ne.w Jersey's i~dustrial aµd academic ~tre.ngt}i~." (p.i) · W~ in 
. . : . ' . ·•· . . . . . . . ~-. ' . ' ' - '._ . ' ' . 

. ~nd ~niver~it~~s represent one of our statE7's major ~ca~e~ic str.engths ,, anq 

Governor's Commission are to be accomplished.· 
'.. , •' '\I } . , : ·, " . • : .- .. • I ! ·: •~ .' ; j ~ • ~ • - • ' ' • • \ . ' .. • " \ 

Pr,~pceton Upiye.rsHy, will be participants ill the Commission'~ recommendations 
:'. ' . ·.··. ' .· . . .. . : ' 

fo&r main science/technolqgy c~nter~. However, they and the other ·H 
, . • . . . r .• . . ~ ·~ . : . . ": _'i' : • - • • 

T~e. independep.t coll~ges, ipcUy1dualty find a~ a ~ector., have ~staplished 

a strong r~cord of achi~vcment in ~he. ~r.ea~ pf s~i~n~e, technqlogy and 
. \ . ; . . ;, . . ~ . : ~ . ~ . . . 

. sectqr has beeri ~n t~e. forefront of the practical appli~at~pns pf modern 
• I ; •: • 1 • " ' t • • • . • ; , ' • ~ : , .._ • • ' • , t 

t~ch~o~ogy. And we wa,nt t9 do ,mqre. 
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During the last academic year our_ member institutions enrolled a total of 

60 I 086 students. Of all bac.calaui·eate degrees' a;warded in 1982 in New Jersey, 

31 96 were conferred by independent institutions, ,.,.~e also: granted 44% of the· 

masters degrees and 34% of the doctoral and first professional degrees. Most 

·relevant to this piece of legislation, the contribution of the independent sector 

· to cducaticn in science and technology shouJd be acknowledged and rewarded~ 

At the unde1·g1·aduate level over 30% of the baccalaureate degrees granted ln 

N~w Jersey last year in engineering, mathematics, and physical science were 

awarded by our schools. At the g1·aduate level 80% of the computer· science 

d-:-grees, of engineering degrees, and 66% of the degrees in physical 

science "vere granted by independent colleg~s and universities. 

The i:::dependent coileges and universities have helped to build the 

foun<laU.cn fo1· New Jersey's present excellence and national leade:::·ship in 

\ 

::;dence ?.ttd technnlogy, 
I 

We hope to play an integral part in the fui.ui-e 

technologir:al development of our state. 

To quote the Ccmmission report (p. i) ''The strategy requires that we a .. ake 

invtstm~nts in ideas, ~nterprise, and people. i: The bond issue is a major 

c.ornponent of that investment and we )n the independent sector bdieve th:.lt 

$23 million is not sufficient for the combined needs of our sectcr plus the 

county ancl state colleges. 

In fa ct~ the needs of the independent sector alone could easily exceed 

$20 _ mHlioi·1. This estimate. ba.sed on data submitted• by our members, is 

p:;.~abably ·conservative. For example, orle school reported t!lat their list vf 

need~~ \\•&is limited by the "exclusion of items which are so expens1ve thut 
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th~y might be '·eonsidered h.i:xiuries by some, e.g. the not tihreasonabie 

request of the Biology bepartm~nt for a Scanning Electron Mkroscope whiCh 

tci~ether With re1ateci hardware wouid <:ost upward. of $so• otio. 11 

Ther~f6r~, we \votild Hke to request that the coffimtttee raise the amount 

of funds · ~oing to the coilrity colieges; state colleges and iridepencfont colleges · 

by at least $iO mJ.iHon tb a tota.i of $33 mi11ion. Secondly, we respettfuhy 

retjuei:tt that our gha.re .bf this mci-ea~ed amount ·b~ ~ppro~imateiy $i4 mihic:>ri. 

we heHeve this aniotiiit of State support; coupled with iii~ matching 

fili1ds, w!li provide a meaningful foundation for th~ ft.Hu.re developrrient of 

sdence and technology capabilities at the indepe.ricient coileges arid universities. 

±hank you. 

Assembly Higher Education Committee 

Robert c. Janiszewski 

March 22, i 984 
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